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efined as smart, bold, full of spirit, even cheeky, “sassy” best describes Telfed’s new initiative SASI –
South Africans Studying in Israel. In
the city of Tel Aviv, which gave Telfed
the first part of its name, its progressive and entrepreneurial spirit is now
embodied in Telfed’s programme of
promoting higher education in Israel.
In 2014, Tel Aviv won the World
Smart City Award at the Smart City
Expo in Barcelona beating 250 cities from across the globe. This “City
on the Move” is careering ahead at a
stunning pace. Matching it is ‘Telfed
on the Move’ in its latest SMART initiative – to encourage and facilitate
young South Africans to study at uni-
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SASI is Sassy

Please subscribe or renew
your subscription to Telfed
Magazine by filling in
the enclosed flyer in this
magazine and sending it to
Telfed:
19/1 Schwartz Street
Raanana, 43211224

versities and colleges in Israel. With
South African universities increasingly
making ‘headline news’ not over top
grades but degrading behaviour - images of mobs ripping down campus
statues, frightening graffiti and burning historical portraits - the writing is
literally and figuratively on the wall.
In this morphing milieu, Telfed, in
partnership with the IDC Herzliya, donors, municipalities, the Israel Centre
and the Israeli Ministry of Education
is inviting and supporting
young Southern Africans
to study in Israel and join
the current crop of students who all reveal in
this issue’s Cover Story
(page 4) that deciding to
study in Israel was
“the best decision
of my life”.
As we celebrate
Pesach – the festival of freedom
from bondage –
we realise the price
we pay and the
risks we take to
secure and safeguard our long-fought
freedom. In this issue,
we honour in our main
feature (page 24) – four
Southern African heroes
– Charlie (z’l) and Bobby
Shapiro, Maurice Ostroff
(z’l) and David ‘Migdal”

Teperson (z’l) who
all in their own way,
rose to the occasion
with grit and determination to make our
lives safer.
We salute their heroic acts as we
tip our hats to Telfed in support of
their multifarious projects and initiatives for the betterment of the State
of Israel and the Southern African
community.
Chag Pesach Sameach

Reichenberg, Leon Moss, David Levin, Neil Schwartz, Berry Hammar
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Focus on Telfed

by David Kaplan

“CAREER”ing
Ahead

Telfed has initiated a programme to
encourage and facilitate young South
Africans to take advantage of Israel’s
superlative institutions of higher education to come and study in Israel.
While at the same time SA campuses
Telfed Initiates a monumental programme “by Southern
may be proving to be “less comfortable environments” for Jews, Israeli
Africans, for Southern Africans” to study in Israel
universities are attracting thousands of
Since providing from 1948 superlative innovative services
foreign students because of its proven
to the Southern African community in Israel, Telfed has
record of providing graduates with an
always proved itself adept at reading the landscape,
academic passport to gain entry to top
identifying the needs and directing its resources. With
jobs anywhere in the world.
its latest initiative, SASI (South Africans Studying in
Part of this growing trend are 45
South Africans curIsrael), Telfed is not only
rently studying
reading the landscape
in English in the
but planning to transform
fields of Computer
its topography.
Science, Business,
Communication,
Gover nment and
Diplomacy and
Psychology - at the
Raphael Recanati
International
School (RRIS) at the
IDC Herzliya. They
Campus Buzz. South African
are amongst 1,800
matric students enjoying their
foreign students from 86
visit to the IDC Herzliya
countries studying in English.

Gateway to the Future
Telfed is partnering with the IDC
Herzliya, Southern African donors, the Israel Centre, and the
Student Authority of the Ministry
of Absorption to provide a framework
that “translates a dream into a reality,”
says Telfed CEO Dorron Kline. The
programme addresses the core concerns
of tuition fees and affordable accommodation, and “our aim is that Israel
will be able to compete financially with

4

students in South
Africa studying at
universities other
than at their home
cities in SA as is frequently the case. We
6
do not want finance
to be an impediment to studying in
Israel,” asserts Dorron. In other words,
just because the rand is heading south,
is no reason for young South Africans
not to be heading north.

Look Who’s Talking! South African students
at the IDC addressed the SA Encounter
group on campus life. Stephanie
Miller, IDC International School Head of
Recruitment and Admissions, and Telfed
CEO Dorron Kline (right) with Ben Feldman
and Shirel Berchowitz (kneeling bottom}
and (top L-R) Erin Levitas, Josh Rod, Kiera
Lewison, Maor Tal, Tayla Ederi.

C h a ir m a n
To achieve this, “Telfed is indebted to the generous support of our
Southern African donors providing
scholarships to those in need and assisting with needs-based accommodation bursaries. The Eric and Sheila
Samson Foundation has been particularly instrumental in facilitating
the launch of the SASI programme.
We welcome more donors to join this
programme because it is essentially by
South Africans for South Africans still
in South Africa,” says Dorron, who, in
November 2015, met with prospective SASI students in South Africa.
His meeting was followed with another, with Stephen Handler, a member
of Telfed’s Directorate and a group of
over fifty interested parents and students in Johannesburg.
A number of students in Cape Town
have already registered. “We are very
excited with the way this project is taking off,” says Julie Berman, Director
of SAZF (Cape Town Branch).

‘Encountering’ Study Options
In January, 90 South African scholars
on the Israel Encounter Programme,
learned about the project while visiting the IDC Herzliya.
When Jonathan Davis, Head of
the International School, asked the
young South Africans to raise their
hands if they were considering studying abroad after matric, many hands
went up. To the next question as to
how many would choose Israel, most
of those same hands shot skyward.
“If the hands went up, the legs are
sure to follow,” speculated the writer, who has for many years been promoting the concept of the “Academic
Garin”, that is, of youngsters from
South Africa coming to study in Israel
in groups.

“Something quite unique
about the IDC campus,”
revealed Davis, is “that
there are NO separate recreational facilities for the
professors and students.
Our philosophy is to bring
students and faculty closer together, which only enriches the students.”
This issue was attested to
by all the South African
students currently studying
at the IDC who addressed
the Encounter group, expressing: “It was the best
decision I ever made.”

Students Speak
Ben Feldman, a Yeshiva
College graduate, said, “I
am sharing an apartment
with two students – an
American and a guy from
Paris. Think of it – three
continents in one apartment! The people I meet...
it’s crazy.” Ben highlights
the value of networking.
“Someone organised an internship for me in political psychology – a field I
once never knew even existed. It’s been fascinating
and I now have another internship lined up for summer in New York. I would
have missed out on these
opportunities had I gone
to Wits.”
Shirel Berchowitz from
Durban is a 1st year student in Communications.
“I would never in a million years have expectcontinued on page 6

’s R e p o r t

A

s we celebrate Pesach – the
Festival of Freedom – we are
reminded that we are the privileged
generation of a Jewish renaissance.
We are free to come on Aliyah to a
free vibrant State of Israel, met not
by the hostile “Walls of Jericho” but the welcoming
arms of Telfed.
And these “welcoming arms” include Telfed’s highlyenergised mission to promote, support and facilitate
higher education in Israel to prospective students
both in Israel and those in South Africa.
Colourfully encapsulating our mission, Telfed recently
held an inspiring ceremony in Jerusalem under the
patronage of Mayor Nir Barkat, where it presented
over 400 scholarships to students, many of whom are
Telfed PRAS participants, who provide a community
service for an increased bursary.
At the same time, Telfed is in high gear with its
new initiative, SASI (South Africans Studying in
Israel), which is fully explained in the opening article
of this issue’s Telfed Focus. We look forward to
welcoming with “open arms” many students from
South Africa who will avail themselves of Telfed’s
support as they pursue their academic paths at our
fine Israeli universities.
With ‘Telfed on the Move’, there has been much staff
movement as well. It is with regret we say farewell
to Telfed Aliyah & Klitah Counsellor, Susan Sharon,
who has been part of the Telfed ‘mishpacha’ for
over 30 years and is soon retiring. That she will be
missed is an understatement and we thank her for
her professionalism, dedication and her ‘personal
touch’. Also retiring is our Social Worker, Louise
Geva, who too made a major impact on Telfed
services and will be sorely missed.
We welcome our new staff members onto our team
as they join the Telfed family. We are proud of the
many new and younger members on our Executive,
who are being groomed to take up leadership
positions as Telfed embraces the future. This is all
in keeping with TOM -Telfed on the Move; planning
for TOMorrow. Telfed is well positioned with our
dynamic leadership of CEO Dorron Kline and COO
Nava Lapid, professional staff and over 300 volunteers.
I am pleased to advise that Dorron and former
Director, Sid Shapiro, were recently in South Africa,
where they attended important meetings, all towards
strengthening Telfed’s support in South Africa.
Telfed is only able to continue its wonderful work
with your support, and on Telfed’s behalf, I thank you.
I wish you all a Chag Pesach Sameach
Maish Isaacson, Chairman
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Focus on Telfed
ed to share digs with someone from
Guatemala or Ecuador. It’s been unbelievable connecting with so many people from so many different countries.”
Kiera Lewinson (ex-King David
Linksfield, Johannesburg), arrived at
the IDC after a short stint at WITS,
where “there were too many students
in my classes. In my first week I was
sitting on the stairs; the lecturers did
not know us and did not want to
know. There were no student-lecturer
relationships. Here at the IDC it’s the
Telfed welcomes the following
new staff members:
Ariela Siegel takes over from Louise
Geva as Telfed’s Social Worker.
Ariela is available for assistance with
personal/social issues. Contact: 09
7907821 or ariela@telfed.org.il
Shireen Burt will be
assisting with donations
and magazine subs in the
Resource Development
Dept. Contact: 09 7907819
or donations@telfed.org.il
Anne Abarbanel as
Fundraising Associate to
the Head of Resource
Development Nikki Leviner. Contact: 09
7907819 or resourcedev@telfed.org.il

complete opposite. The classes are
smaller and although you may be
here without your family, very quickly you feel part of the IDC family.”
Erin Lewis from Cape Town, who
turned down a scholarship to study
in the USA for the IDC, says, “When
I speak to students from the States, I
realise I made the right decision.” She
explains: “The IDC is no ivory tower
- our lecturers work in the field. My
professor on government works in
the Israeli government and when the
President of Georgia visited Israel, he
addressed our class. Where else would
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All Smiles. A
student waiting
to receive her
Telfed bursary
at a special
ceremony at
Jerusalem’s City
Hall.

I have an opportunity to personally
address a question to a head of state?”
No less exciting she continued, “Is
the Model UN Club where
we travel abroad participating in international model
UN conferences; the biggest and most prestigious
of its kind is the one hosted by Harvard University.
There are UN simulations
in over 90 countries around
the world; I traveled to one in
Greece. It was incredible; really preparing us to become tomorrow’s leaders in business, politics
and diplomacy.”
“It is hoped,” said
Stephanie Miller, a
former Capetonian
and Head of Recruitment
and Admissions, “that we

will be seeing many more
South Africans enrolling in
the future.” “Yes,” asserts
Davis, “it’s about time we
improved our rugby team!”
In terms of the programme, Telfed will provide subsidised needs-based accommodation
whilst the IDC has agreed to cover
up to 50% of the cost of tuition fees
with bursaries based on financial need.
In addition to these benefits, the
programme will also ensure that students will not need to pass psychometric examinations in order to gain
admission but will be able to use the
grades gained in the SA Matric examinations instead.
Whilst all SASI students will benefit from the supervision and guidance of Telfed’s dedicated staff (including support from an Aliyah and
Klita counsellor, social worker, employment counsellor and accommodation administrator); those students
who choose to make Aliyah will also
be eligible to apply for additional
Telfed scholarships.
After months of planning, the Telfed
Team is delighted that together with
its partners, it is able “to offer a solid
and prestigious Israeli education to
those Southern African students seeking an alternative to studying in South
Africa,’ says Dorron.
Telfed welcomes future students to
join the South Africans currently at
the IDC Herzliya who have made “the
best decision” in their young lives. •

Jerusalem’s City Hall in the presence
of Mayor Nir Barkat. Over four
hundred people, including students,
families and friends, packed into the
Capital’s illustrious hall on February
the 4 th where the evening opened
with music, followed by addresses
from Telfed CEO, Dorron Kline,
Telfed Chairman, Maish Isaacson,
Telfed Vice-Chair and Chairperson
of the Endowments and Scholarship
Committee Batya Shmukler and
Mayor Barkat before presenting the
bursaries to the students.
Barkat praised Telfed for its “rolemodel contribution in immigrant absorption,” noting the “enriching impact
each year your awarding of bursaries
have not only had on your Southern
African community, but on Israeli society generally. One can only imagine
the positive impact these many students here tonight will have in the
years ahead.”
The Mayor’s South African parentsin-law, Louis Sakalovsky and Lorna
Sakalovsky, joined him in presenting
bursaries to the four regional coordinators of Telfed’s PRAS programme.

PRASworthy

Some 130 students, together with
Telfed staff members, PRAS families
and members of the community, gathered at the IDC Herzliya in November
for the Grand Opening Ceremony
of the 2015/2016 PRAS Student
Mentoring Bursary Programme.
Amongst the attendants were Telfed
Chairman, Maish Isaacson; Head of
the Endowments and Scholarships
Committee, Batya Shmukler;
Aliyah and Klita Coordinator, Susan
Sharon; Endowments and Scholarships
Committee members, Shelly Cohen
and Barry Kornel.
PRAS Programme Head, Hadas
Kline, expressed that “this was a most
fitting kick-off to one of Telfed’s flagship projects.”
The PRAS Student Mentoring
Programme provides substantial bursaries for students who commit to 94
hours of community service per academic year. “PRAS means ‘prize’ in
Hebrew, and teaches students the ethical notion of ‘give-and-take’ and how
giving to the community is a prize in
and of itself,” said
Hadas.
The PRAS programme runs according to each academic
PRAS students are
year (October until June). The next academic year
commences 30/10/2016.Please note that online
hand-picked from
registration via our website www.telfed.org.il will
400 applicants folbe available from 20/06/16 for individuals and/or
lowing interviews.
families who wish to apply for a PRAS student in the

forthcoming academic year 2016/17. In the meantime,
you are welcome to send us an e-mail requesting a
PRAS student to pras@telfed.org.il. All requests are
submitted and processed electronically. This ensures
that the process is streamlined and no applications are
accidently side-lined or ‘missed out’.

“A record of 115 families and 160
students have enrolled for this year,”
revealed Batya.
The range of services vary, and include
assisting adult Olim learn Hebrew,
acting as a big brother/sister to immigrant children, helping them with
their homework, and preparing them
for examinations.
This year’s PRAS coordinators are
Ilan Abel, (Sharon region), Elisha
Babian (Jerusalem region), Yifat
Delsuz (Centre and South), and Shirin
Pogrebensky (Tel Aviv and North).
The values of ‘giving back to society’ are firmly embedded in Telfed
philosophy.
pras@telfed.org.il

Nice Work
If property is all about location, then
settling into life in Israel is all about
landing a job. Telfed’s expertise in
this area is being extended from helping new young Olim to counselling
immigrants from Holland, Australia
and more recently South America.
Representatives on behalf of new
Olim from Brazil met recently with
Telfed’s Employment Advisor Sharon
Bernstein and Klitah Counselor Susan
Sharon at the request of Ricardo
Lomaski, “in order to find out more
continued on next page

Students Today, Leaders Tomorrow. Animated recipients of

Telfed bursaries at Jerusalem’s City Hall.

PRAS Photo Credits: Herschel Guttman

Telfed Champions
Education
Talking Heads. In deep discussion are Jerusalem
Mayor, Nir Barkat with Telfed Chairman, Maish
Isaacson at the Telfed bursary ceremony in Jerusalem.

Bursary Award Ceremony in Jerusalem
For the first time, Telfed’s Annual
Bursary Ceremony took place in
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New Arrivals

Focus on Telfed
Jonathan Wolfson

Johannesburg
Bacher, Shaun, Roslyn
Brenkel, Kevin
Callighan, Vanessa
Canes, Jason, Bat-Chen, Ethan, Mila
Coblentz, Judith
Cohen, Amy
Elin, Dean
Ephron, David, Doreen
Erster, Michal
Glickman, Jonathan
Glickman, Yael
Granat, Talya
Evette Keller
Gudelsky, Salome
Haymann, Frank, Carol
Horowitz, Idan
Hyman, Solomon, Shirley
Jackson, Dillon
Jacobs, Itai
Alon
Jacobs, Avital
Katz
Josselshon, Jason
Kampel, Barry, Caren
Keller, Evette
Krawitz, Michael, Dorit
Krombein, Robert, Debbi, Natan, Yair, Gavriel,
			Keren, Daniella
Krug, Clifford, Carri
Lees, Sender, Zelda
Yaron Eisenberg
Orelowitz, Gidon
Reisen, Roy, Myrna
Rutstein, Theodore, Carol
Sobel, Talia
Spector, Allison
Unterslak, Ryan
Waters, Tyron
Wolfson, Jonathan
Zinman, Tyrone, Wendy
Sher, Judith

continued from page 7

about Telfed and how our employment division operates,’
said Sharon.
This meeting was followed
in December when,
representing Telfed’s
Employment division,
Michal Merten and
Sharon Bernstein attended a career/employment panel discussion
for English-speaking
Olim organised under
the auspices of the Tel
Aviv Municipality. Held at the Young Olim Hub in Tel
Aviv, Michal joined the three other panelists representing Nefesh b’Nefesh Employment Division, Gvahim and
Israel Executive (employment agency).
The packed hall of young Olim fired questions at the
panelists, who gave them professional advice.Telfed will
be hosting future employment workshops in Ra’anana,
Tel Aviv and Jerusalem “so watch out on our website
and facebook pages for further details,” advises Sharon.

Get Down to Work. Telfed’s
Employment Advisor Sharon
Bernstein with a young
participant at employment
fair in Tel Aviv.

Sterling Service
At a special ceremony at Telfed’s final Executive meeting
for 2015, Chairman, Maish Isaacson, presented former
Chairman,
Well Done Dave.
Telfed Chairman,
Maish Isaacson
(rt) honours
Dave Bloom for
his outstanding
4-year
chairmanship of
Telfed
The Triumphant
Triumvirate.
Allan Feinblum
(left),

Cape Town

Katz, Alon
Rattle, Kitty-Rose
Sadman, Michael, Marcelle

The Krombein Family
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Dave Bloom, a special
gift for his outstanding
contribution to Telfed
serving as Chairman
for 4 years and ViceChair for eight. Dave
expanded both the
Resource Development

Harris Green
(above) and
Joe Hallis
(left).

Class of ’85. Telfed CEO, Dorron Kline (right) at the 30th year
reunion of Yeshiva College matric class held in Beit Shemesh.
Front: Roy Grayman, Ariel Gluch; Back: Alan Berkman, Gary
Mindel, Barry Cohen, Warren Lampert, Uri Sher, Dorron Kline

are contributing
immeasurably
to the quality
of life in Israel,”
said Telfed CEO Dorron Kline who
was proud of Telfed’s role in organising the reunion.
The evening ended with the singing
of Anu, Anu Yeshiva Talmidim.

and the media division, particularly
Telfed’s website and boosted Telfed’s
email newsletter from 300 recipients to
a distribution of 7,000. “Your impact
on Telfed and the SA community has
been nothing less than monumental,”
expressed Maish.
Similar presentations were made to
House Heats Up
three outgoing chairmen from major
The Knesset was abuzz on the 9th of
committees – to Harris Green, who
November when an ‘agreement of coserved as Treasurer for more than
operation’
between Telfed and Irgoen
8 years, and Chairman of Telfed’s
Olei
Holland
(IOH) was signed at a
Investment and Finance Committee,
special ceremony to provide training
leading Telfed in the financial sector;
Allan Feinblum, who has
Going Dutch: Telfed delegation
served in multiple capacities in
outside the Knesset following signing
the Directorate and Executive
of agreement to assist Dutch olim.
council and has recently taken
over the Chair of ISRENTCO
(Telfed’s housing subsidiary),
and Joe Hallis who served
as Chairman of ISRENTCO
for 11 years, during which
period, all three of the Telfed
buildings went through major
in Klitah services for Dutch Olim.
renovations.
Attending this momentous milestone
was Davidi Hermelin, a senior official
Jewish Gem
from the Ministry of Absorption, as
well as members of Telfed’s Directorate
A ‘ Je w e l i n t h e C r o w n’ o f
and leaders of the Dutch Olim Society.
Johannesburg’s Jewish community is
Glenhazel’s Yeshiva College. This mesThe Chairman
sage was recently delivered with great
of IOH, Ephraim
merriment by its enriched graduates at
Eisenmann,
the 30th reunion of the ‘Matric class
Closing a Chapter. The
of 85’ held at the home of Alan and
final payment to Beth
Rebecca Berkman in Beit Shemesh.
Protea from the Telfed
administered Samuel
Yeshiva College is the first and largand Pauline Sussman
est torah school in the southern hemiMemorial Trust was made
sphere with over 1040 students. “Many
at a special meal at
of its graduates have made Aliyah and
Telfed in Ra’anana.

opened the proceedings and spoke
of the connection of Dutch Jews to
South Africa since the first landing of
Jan Van Riebeeck in 1652.
It comes as no surprise that Telfed
found itself in the prestigious position that the Knesset was selected as
the venue. “Since 1948, Telfed has
built up a solid reputation for sound
management and offering sterling service for Olim,” said Maish Isaacson,
Chairman of Telfed. “For this reason,
Telfed over the years has attracted
other immigrant organisations to tap
into its unique expertise in Aliyah absorption.” Maish refers to the 1960’s
when “Aliyah from Yemen was handled
through the Telfed offices, through the
1990’s and the huge Aliyah from the
USSR when Telfed pioneered the concept of Direct Absorption, and again
in 2007 when Telfed was called upon
to assist with the sudden Aliyah from
Iran and then, since 2013, the Aliyah
from Australia. We are proud now to
be assisting Dutch Olim.”

Solid Sussman
Support
What began as helping students, finally ended assisting seniors!
At a special November luncheon at

continued on next page
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Noticeboard
Mentors Wanted

Good news!!

For a unique Mentoring Project, Telfed is looking for experienced professionals wishing
to contribute to and influence the lives of new Olim, by helping them in their first steps
towards employment in Israel. Are you:

Now you can pay for your Telfed
Magazine subscription via the wellknown and trusted online payment
system PayPal. You can pay by regular
credit card (Visa, Mastercard, Amex) or
via your Paypal account. It is simple,

i) A good listener, who is willing to help, support and direct?
ii) Able to share your knowledge and experience?
iii) Interested in volunteering and making a difference in people’s lives?

quick and secure – for details: telfed.

We invite you to take part in a special programme in which each volunteer will mentor a
org.il/donor.
chosen Oleh for one year (for approximately 4 hours per month), and help him
in his job seeking process. Training and support will be provided by Telfed’s
Telfed is pleased to be cooperating with MICHAL
professional staff.
MERTEN who specializes in
For additional information please contact

Dana Ben Chail Tel: 09-7907805; email: volunteers@telfed.org.il

Looking to Rent?
If you are interested in
renting an apartment in the
Telfed buildings in Tel Aviv or
Raanana, please call Dafna 09
7907 808 or email isrentco@
telfed.org.il

www.telfed.org.il
on-line
magazine

Telfed’s own

Sign up for the bi-monthly Telfed
email newsletter and visit the
exciting Telfed Facebook Page:
www.facebook.com/telfed

Career Transition, Personal Branding and Career
Management and Leverage
Through Telfed, new olim in their first year in Israel are
offered a meeting with Michal at Telfed’s expense.
Contact Sharon for more information: 09–7907 801,
sharon@telfed.org.il

Bingo Evening
Rishon Bingo evening in memory of Sheila Levithan Monday 2nd May (RSVP to volunteers@telfed.org.il or
berylkschmidt1@gmail.com tel : 052-7885077)

continued from page 9

Telfed, Chairman Maish Isaacson
presented the final payment from
the Telfed administered Samuel and
Pauline Sussman Memorial Trust at
a special meal at Telfed in Raanana
to Monty Hilkowitz, Chairman of
Keren Beth Protea. This brought to
a climatic end a 30 year pledge by
Telfed to the Sussman family that
today has no remaining descendants.
If in recent years it has supported
Southern Africans at Beth Protea, it
all began 30 years ago with the establishment of two classrooms at Tel Hai
College in the Upper Galilee. Over the
ensuing decades, the Trust has assisted
thousands of Southern African olim,
as well as Israeli citizens, by granting bursaries.
At the Telfed dinnerhasdf, Barry
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Hack, GM of Keren Beth Protea presented a letter of thanks which read:
“The Beth Protea family is extremely
grateful to the trustees of the Samuel
and Pauline Sussman Memorial Trust
for their ongoing warm and generous
support over the years.”
With a superb array of snacks, it was
a delectable end of a journey that has
literally over the years helped thousands of Israelis.

MKs Visit Telfed
“We expect an increase in Aliyah
this year,” was Telfed’s message to the
Knesset Committee for Immigration,
Absorption and Diaspora Affairs delegation when they visited Telfed’s offices in Ra’anana in February.

The increase is due to the country’s
uncertain future with a faltering economy. The rand has lost 50 percent of
its value in recent years.
In praising Telfed, Committee
Chairman MK Avraham Nagosa
said “it serves as an example for successful absorption.” He noted as well
the good work it does “in supporting
families and Lone Soldiers.”
Telfed CEO Dorron Kline advised
the committee members that “while
a decade ago some 90% of the Jews
who were leaving South Africa relocated to the United States and
Australia, today some 50 percent of
South African Jews who leave their
home country immigrate to Israel.”
A recent South African Oleh,
Shaul, currently resident at the Telfed

Inspiring Meeting. Knesset Aliyah Committee front centre l-r: MKs
Michael Oren, Avraham Nagosa and Yoel Razbozov - meet at Telfed.

Ra’anana building, said he left South
Le’Chaim!
Africa with his family “because we
wanted our children to grow up in a
In keeping with its philosophy of
Jewish and Israeli atmosphere.”
literally caring for the “health’ of the
“We can see the change that our chilSA community, Telfed recently hostdren have undergone in the
ed a lecture on upOpen for Business. With
year since we made Aliyah,
much fanfare, Telfed coming changes to
and this is helped by the
opens the TECI clothing the Israeli Health
shop at the Mevesseret Insurance System.
community’s embracing atZion Absorption Centre.
mosphere,” he added.

TECI is TOPS
Over 100 people attended in
December the official opening
of the new TECI second-hand
shop at the Absorption Centre
in Mevasseret Zion availing
themselves of low priced bargains, comprising household
items, men’s shirts and warm
jackets, children’s clothing and
various items of women’s clothing.
TECI, which stands for ‘Telfed
Ethiopian Community Initiative’,
“aims to empower the 120,000 citizens of Ethiopian descent living in
Israel, some 800 of whom reside in
this Absorption Centre,” said TECI
Committee Chairman, Mel Cohen.
“Although some of the Ethiopian residents at the Absorption Center will
be working in the shop, we are still
looking for volunteers to staff the shop
for three hours a week.”
For more details please contact Dana
Ben Chail (09)7907805.

Institute, Ministry of Health and different health funds.
“We now feel better informed of the
planned 2016 changes in private health
care policies,” expressed most the
participants.

‘Diller’ is a Thriller
“This Telfed initiative grows from
strength to strength,” expressed CEO
Dorron Kline who met recently
with the second group of Diller Teen
Leadership participants and their parents in Beit Shemesh.
In 2014, Telfed approached the
Diller Foundation of the USA to set
up a “South Africa-Beit Shemesh/
Mateh Yehudah Diller Teen Leadership
Programme. “The enthusiasm of our
recruits will impact on the Jewish communities both in Johannesburg and
Beit Shemesh, and soon Cape Town
as well, which has now partnered with
the city of Shoham,” added Dorron.

Beit Shemesh branch Director
of Goldfus
Insurance, Danny
Newman, spoke
on the Israeli
health system,
giving a comprehensive overview
of frail care and
the private/public health system
and explaining
the obligations
of the National
Today’s Students, Tomorrow’s Leaders. Students from
I n s u r a n c e Johannesburg on the Telfed inspired Diller leadership programme
with their counterparts from Beit Shemesh and Mateh Yehudah.
continued on next page
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Focus on Telfed
continued from page 11

The programme includes visits to
Israel for the Johannesburg participants and a visit to South Africa for
the participants from Beit Shemesh/
Mateh Yehudah. “Very exciting will be
a gathering of the global Diller clan at
a mega event in the summer of 2016
in Israel,” said Dorron.
Having recently introduced the programme to Australia, Telfed is proud
of being a catalyst in bringing Diaspora
communities on board to nurture the
Jewish leadership of tomorrow. •

Ladies in Distress
Telfed is offering personal safety
courses for women.
Led by the highly-qualified Anat
from the El-Halev organization, the
first course was both “entertaining
and educational” said participant

Toughen Up At Telfed. Self-defence
class for ladies at Telfed.

Andi Saitowitz.
The aim of the course says Anat “is
to empower women by teaching them
how to protect themselves, through
self-defence techniques.”
While for participant Robyn
Ginsberg “it came as a surprise how
the tone of one’s voice can deter an
unwanted situation,” for Natalie Sack,
she felt “a bit more confident that I
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would know what to do if I was approached by someone unsavoury.”
Telfed hopes that none of these
women will meet anyone “unsavoury”
but at least now they will be better
prepared. •
For further information contact Dana
Ben Chail on volunteers@telfed.org.il

Look who’s Talking!
Speaking Hebrew has always been
considered an important tool in
strengthening the relationship of young
Jews in South Africa with Israel. To
this end, the South African Board
of Jewish Education’s King David
Schools boasts a proud record in the
field of Hebrew tuition with exceptional results in Hebrew amongst their
matriculants.
In order to meet the growing needs
for qualified Hebrew language teachers, Telfed assisted in the selection and
training of five suitable teachers to join
the staff of the King David Linksfield
and Victory Park schools. “What is
significant here is that while South
Africa enjoyed the educational and
cultural benefits of Teacher Shlichim
from Israel for many years, this practice was stopped 20 years ago but has
now been reinstated with the departure of the five Hebrew teachers,” explains Rafi Barnett of the WZO –
Unit for Teacher Shlichim.
With more
Love of Language.
Saying farewell at
Ben Gurion Airport
to the trained
Hebrew teachers
for Johannesburg’s
King David Schools
is Rafi Barnett(left)
and Telfed CEO,
Dorron Kline (right)

Hebrew speakers emerging in South
Africa, Telfed anticipates welcoming
on Aliyah more King David School
graduates. •

Spread the Word
Addressing the final Telfed Executive
Council meeting for 2015, Ben
Wahlhaus, a young Australian Oleh
and an officer in the legal department
of the IDF, said, “I live in the Telfed
building in Tel Aviv. One couldn’t
wish for a softer landing or friendlier surroundings. My only gripe is

The Wonderful Words of Oz.
Australian Oleh, Ben Wahlaus
addressing the Telfed Executive
Committee on how smooth his Aliyah
has been with Telfed’s support.

that the Australian Olim are unaware of the multitude of services offered by Telfed. We need to spread
the world in Australia that Telfed is
there to help.” A member of the Telfed
National Youth Committee, Ben is

actively involved in giving back to the
community as a volunteer. •

Friends in
Deed. Church
leaders from
South Africa
visit Telfed,
whose CEO,
Dorron Kline
is kneeling
in the front
(centre).

Shabbaton Givat Shmuel
The young adult scene in Givat
Shmuel - with Telfed’s support - is a
hub of activity bringing together young
Southern Africans and Australians.
And the best
time to get
together has
proved to be
Shabbat.
“We recently enjoyed a
mind-blowCelebrating Shabbat.
ing Carlebach
Shani and Dovi Olwyn
Kabbalat
Shabbat and Ma’ariv,” said Dovi
Olwyn who revealed a bonus celebration with the announcement of
“the engagement of Shane Lipman
to Natania Feifel and Josh Katzeff
to Esty Klejman.” Needless to say,
“there was lots of singing and food,”
and Shabbat lunch “was a classic
Anglo-combination of hummus, delicious ‘cholent’ coupled with beer
and banter.” •

Tough Times
Telfed recently hosted Wendy Kahn,
National Director of SAJBD who addressed a gathering of Telfed’s staff and
volunteers as well as members of TbT
(Truth be Told) on the challenges facing the South African Jewish community today and the work that the South
African Jewish Board of Deputies is
doing in order to ensure the continued vibrancy of the Jewish commu-

nity, whilst constantly responding to
the vilification of Israel, be it in the
media or on government levels.•

ter than to begin the tour at Telfed,”
said Julie, “in order to hear how South
Africans have contributed to the State
of Israel from 1948 to the present,
Community and the accomplished role of
Telfed in settling new immiConcerns.
Telfed
grants and assisting in their
Chairman
integration.” •
Maish
Isaacson
and SAJBD
Director,
Wendy
Kahn

Regional
Roundup
Netanya

Inspirational Visit
“It was a huge success,” expressed
Julie Berman, Director of the SAZF
(Cape Town) who accompanied a
group of 20 priests from South Africa
to Israel in February. The tour was
organised by ‘Bridges for Peace SA’ –
a Zionist Christian Organisation in
South Africa managed by the inimitable husband and wife team: Chris
and Cecilia Eden and ‘SA Friends
of Israel’.
The aim of the visit was to expose the
Christians leaders to the reality and
complexity of the Jewish State, and the
first organization that the group visited in Israel was Telfed. “Where bet-

At the AGM which was attended
by Telfed Chairman Maish Isaacson
and Dana Ben Chail, Telfed’s Head
of Volunteerism and Community
Outreach, Charlotte Wiener was reelected Chairperson together with a
new committee.
Guest speaker was recent oleh Peter
Bailey who spoke on the role of Jews
in the military in South Africa from the
time of Jan van Riebeeck to the present
day.
Full
House.
Netanya’s
AGM

continued on next page
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Health and Cuisine

Telfed On Board: Southern Africans of
Eilat and the Arava on deck with Outgoing
Chairperson Fonda Dubb (4th from right.)

Something to
Chew On
By Lionel H. Phillips D.O.

Eilat - Community Cruising Along
“What a bash it was for nearly fifty former Southern
Africans as they went out to see on the SEA BELLE.
Says Colin Porter: “The atmosphere was great: someone brought a banner of Mandela, while many of
us wore African apparel. The music was all from ‘de
heim’ - African and Afrikaans. A roving microphone
was passed around as people introduced themselves.”
At the 2015 Telfed Eilat AGM attended by Telfed
chairman Maish Isaacson and Head of Telfed
Volunteerism Dana Ben Chail, Fonda Dubb
stepped down after 10 sterling years as Chairperson
of the Regional Committee handing over to Jean
Marc Benninghaus. Praising “the exceptional volunteering work” done by the local S.A Community,
she cited the number of South Africans that had over
the years won Telfed and/or Municipal Volunteer
Awards. Apart from Fonda, there were Michelle Kibel
(z.l), Linsay Blumenblath, Colin Porter, and Mel
Braverman. She was jubilant that 2015 ended with
a “high” – on the high sea.

Ra’anana - Double Bill
Nostalgia, raw emotion and introspection permeated Telfed’s
packed moadon on a
cold wintry January
evening for the riveting
book readings of two
South African writers
– Jonathan Zausmer,
Revising the Past. At the
packed-out book launch at whose novel returns
the Telfed Moadon in Ra’anana to the village of his
are (l-r) authors Solly Kaplinski
youth Hermanus (see
and Jonathan Zausmer.
book review in Telfed
Channukah 2015), and Solly Kaplinski, whose
novel on the Holacaust is reviewed in this issue.
(See page 32).
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Are the senses of SIGHT and SMELL the
Initial Triggers to Obesity, Diabetes &
Numerous Other Ailments?

T

here is no doubt about it: the food that your eyes see and /
or the smell that your nose picks up, will determine whether you will either gorge yourself or somehow come to grips with
the situation and take the correct healthy action. Unfortunately
the majority will go for the former
without realizing the dangers fraught
in this decision.
On occasions, the food may look
appealing, but once you get a whiff
you may realize that something is
not quite right. Trust this feeling.
Scent is nature’s biological alarm system that goes deeper into the brain
than conscious thought can ever go.
It will pay off with dividends if you
take a few seconds to understand
that your decision will either be one
where you will be energizing your whole body with
good nutrients or not.
How does smell work? Microscopic molecules released into the
air stimulate specialized olfactory sensory cells high inside the
nose. These are connected to the area of the brain that handles
smell and tells you what you just smelled, but not the quantity or how to eat it.
The next step should be to dish up a reasonable helping onto a
small plate. Mastication or chewing is the process by which food
is crushed and ground by all your perfectly designed and positioned teeth so as to increase the surface area of foods to allow
for a more efficient break down by the saliva and enzymes. These
enzymes break down the carbohydrates in the food, assisted by
the strongest muscle in the body – your TONGUE. Correct and
well masticated food will become a paste (now called a bolus) for
swallowing. Don’t stop chewing until you accomplish this change.
And keep in mind that a full mouthful cannot be chewed well.
Half or more will escape the process.
This is one of the few tasks that we have to perform in order

that the rest of the digestive system
will be activated efficiently. If neglected, all systems in the body will
be negatively affected, with the result
that all sorts of diseases and ailments
will surely follow.
By implementing these “simple” disciplines, you will be amazed by the
fact that:
1. You will enjoy and get more satisfaction without feeling bloated.

Now

Chew on this

“I love this tuna casserole because it is so easy to
make with ingredients that are always available in my
kitchen,” says Linda Barron from Kfar Saba.”There is
no need to dash to the makolet, and it can be made
well in advance and frozen. I usually freeze it unbaked
and take it out of the freezer at midday to bake a ½
hour before eating, so it is served piping hot and delicious.” The recipe came with Linda on Aliyah 35
years ago and husband Norman is not complaining.
Hearty Tuna Casserole with Spicy
Tomato Salad

tion must be instilled from the earliest and most absorbent years. After
all, we are talking about our most important asset – our very own body
and all its miraculous and multitude
of functions 24/7.
Be MINDFUL about What You Eat
and How You Chew Your Food for
maximum satisfaction.

2. No need to try another diet.
How do we get this message to our
kids? Only through education! In the
same way as mathematics and science are compulsory subjects in the
school system, so every school curriculum, from pre-grade to matriculation should include the subject “The
Needs & Functions of the Human
Body”. Good habits through educa-

Visit Website:

www.meandmybody.com

By Linda Barron

....

Mix the mashed
up tuna, tomato
puree and cheese
sauce and add to the
noodles, Season with a little salt and pepper and half
a teaspoon of sweet paprika. Mix
well until every noodle is coated.
Pour into a large greased pyrex or ceramic casserole dish
and bake at 200C until golden brown and cooked through
(about half an hour).
Pesach alternative:: Instead of the noodles, break up 6
sheets of matza, soak in water, drain and add to the tuna,
tomato puree and cheese sauce mixture.

Ingredients:
1 packet flat egg noodles (medium)
2 tins tuna
1 container tomato puree
And to round it off... This tomato salad is my vegetari*cheese sauce
an daughter’s favourite and goes with everything, but parSeasoning
ticularly well with pasta dishes.
Boil the noodles until ‘al dente’,
Tomato Salad
rinse in cold water, drain and
In a glass bowl slice about 30 -40 cherput into mixing bowl, stirry tomatoes in half. In a small greased
ring through a couple of
frying pan toast half a packet of pine nuts
teaspoons olive oil.
(tsnobarim).
*Make the cheese sauce:
Linda Barron with her most satisfied
Add about 5 chopped up spring onions (or a
customer, husband Norman
Melt 25grams butter on a low
handful of chives) and the pine nuts to the tomaflame and stir in 3 tablespoons
toes. Sprinkle on a vinaigrette dressing:
flour to make a roux (smooth).
2 tablespoons olive oil
Add about 2/3 cup of hot milk and stir with an egg
2 teaspoons sugar
whisk until smooth and creamy (if it seems too thick
1 teaspoon balsamic vinegar
add more milk). Add 200 grams grated yellow cheese
Salt and black pepper to taste.
(Emek is good) and mix well until smooth.
Refrigerate for 4 hours before serving. It’s very refreshing
with a hot dish. •
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Thanks to the RE/MAX Real Estate School,

In the Mail
A Grave Matter

in Gail’s vivid photograph.
An additional South African connecDear Editor,
tion was the involvement of the prinI was fascinated to read your encipal of the Protestant School in Jaffa,
thralling article in the Rosh Hashanah
Anthony Short, who was a leading
Telfed Magazine on how Dr Gail
figure in the restoration of the grave.
Loon-Lustig discovered the grave in
Anthony is himself a former South
Jaffa of the famed 19th century British
African, and married to Draria, a 7th
physician, Thomas Hodgkin.
generation Sabra whose family hails
from Kfar Hanasi near Rosh Pina,
Like Gail, I was a student at UCT’s
but whose ancestors originated in
Medical School in the late 1960’s and
Hebron. The family came to Israel in
my teacher of Pathology, Dr Golda
1999 and Anthony has been the head
Selzer, showed us pictures of his grave
of the Tabeetha School in Jaffa
in her lecture on Lymphomas.
since 2008. The School caWhen I came on Aliyah, I attendters for pupils in the Jaffa
ed Ulpan at Tel
area and includes
Hashomer, togethJews, Moslems
er with Dr Selzer
and Christians.
and her husband
The School was
Professor Frank
founded in 1863
(Frankie) Forman,
by a Scottish
who was the legProtestant,
endary Emeritus
Jane WalkerProfessor of
Arnott and inMedicine at UCT.
itially was inThis couple contended for girls
tributed signifiGotcha. Dr Gail Loon-Lustig well pleased
only. In fact, it is
cantly to Medicine with having located Hodgkin’s grave in Jaffa
the oldest school
after an exhausted search over many years.
in Israel.
in Israel. Miss
There are further
Walker-Arnott
illuminating South African connections
died in 1911 and is buried in the
to Thomas Hodgkin’s grave.
same cemetery.
My friend and colleague, Dr Stanley
It was due to efforts by these good
Rom, a prestigious Paediatrician in
people that Gail was able to fulfill her
London and also a UCT graduate
life-long dream.
came to visit Israel in 2013 and failed
Dr. Jeff Lederer, Kfar Hess.
to find the grave in Jaffa. On his return to the UK, he made enquiries and learned that the grave was in
His Master’s Voice
ruins. Together with his British colleagues and a group of Israeli doctors
Dear Editor
from Wolfson Hospital in Holon and
I refer to your inspiring article in
a Tel Aviv architect, they raised funds
Telfed Magazine (Chanukah issue)
to restore the tombstone to its former
on Rev. Monye Himelstein. I had
splendour and evidence to this was seen
the honour of being closely associated
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I made
with him from the age of six, when he
became my first cheder teacher at the
Yeoville Shul. This was before Bernard
Patley was built and my first encounter
with this great man
was when he took a
tuning fork from his
pocket, struck it, and
Rev. Monye Himelstein

put it next to my ear and said “Give
me a note.” The rest is history.
This was at the time when Himelstein
was forming an all-male choir in Yeoville
– the men providing the bass and tenors; the boys the sopranos and altos.
He taught each group separately, with
the boys receiving ‘payment’ by way of
a cold drink and a sticky bun. After
the first year, we each received a JNF
certificate that a tree had been planted in our name in Israel.
Himelstein left a legacy that remains
so ALIVE with me to this day.
I could go on forever relating the
good things from the time I met him
until I attended his funeral in 1974.
David Varkel, Kibbutz Hannaton

Stamp of Approval
Following on from your previous article in Telfed Magazine on when I
represented Israel at the International
Stamp Exhibition in Melbourne in
2013, I am pleased to report that not
only was it a great privilege to be invited as the Israel Commissioner to
the 7th Bi Annual One Frame ‘Sedmo
Okno’ Exhibition this past September
in Slovenia but I am proud to report

that Israeli Philatelists took four
Gold medals, while I was awarded the Grand Prix Prize for my
Jerusalem Pre-Philatelic Exhibit.
Stamps have a capacity to transcend boundaries between people
in the same way as they transcend
geographic borders between countries, and our participation at these
exhibitions brings us into contact
with people from countries that
may appear to be against us but,
privately, are only too pleased to
get better acquainted.
The Israel Philatelic Federation donated a special prize - a silver model
of Jerusalem - which was displayed
at the exhibition and was awarded to
an Italian exhibitor, Luigi De Paulis.

‘Jerusalem of Gold’ in Silver. Dr.
Les Glassman awarding on behalf
of the Israel Philatelic Federation,
a silver model of Jerusalem to
Italian exhibitor, Luigi De Paulis.

It was a wonderful experience. My
wife and I will always fondly remember sLOVEnia.
Dr. Les Glassman. Jerusalem

Building a Future
Dear Editor
I refer to your Cover Story in your
2015 Chanukah issue which was faxed
to me from Israel. Accompanied here-

NIS

25,870

in one month

You too can sign up!
Nadav Blackman
(Johannesburg)
RE/MAX agent, Haifa
052-227-8188

www.remax.co.il

1-800-211-311 ext. 5

with, are the words of the Bnei Zion
others. From September 1949 until
anthem as I wrote them in 1950 to
November 1950 I lived and worked,
be sung to the tune of Shir Hagana,
first, on the Hachshara farm near
the Hagana anthem.  To the best of
Johannesburg and then on Timorim
my knowledge, this remained the
in the Emek Jezreel.
Bnei Zion anthem until the moveBnei Zion and Hachshara were rement was eventually disbanded. It
sponsible for my meeting my first wife
was first sung at a Bnei Zion function
Lydia, to whom I was married for 57
at the Queen’s Hall in Johannesburg
years (from 1952 until her death in
in March or April 1950.
2009). In January 1950, when I was
As you know, Bnei Zion was affilSadran Avodah on Hachshara, she visited the farm with Carl Silberman,
iated to the United Zionist Party
one of the three iconic founders of
Youth Movement of South Africa (the
UZP), which in turn was affiliated
continued on next page
to the SAZF.
I joined the
UZP in 1946
Joffe Jankelowitz
at the age of
Insurance Agency (2010) Ltd.
15 and two
years later beElementary: Car, House, Business & Travel
came a member of its elite
Private Health: Health Insurance
			and Frail Care (Siudi)
Chalutz Group
and a Bnei
Life: Life Insurance, Pension, Gemel
Zion Madrich
			and Hishtalmut Funds
alongside
mark@joffeins.co.il harold@joffeins.co.il
M e r v y n
Tel: 03-6329112/3 Fax: 03-6329116
Isaacson,
A u b r e y
POB 6935, Kiryat Matalon, Petach Tikva
Hurwitz and
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Nuptials

In the Mail
Timorim who was then on shlichuth
in South Africa (the other two I recall as having been Abe and Zaggie,
though I don’t remember their full
names). Lydia (then Misheiker) had
just got back from the Bnei Zion camp
at Lakeside, where she had met Carl.
She stayed on at the farm for a while,
and also joined me for a few months
on Timorim later that year. Here are
some of my recollections from my sojourn at Timorim:
The Meshek was established in 1948 in
its initial location for strategic reasons
– on Tel Shimron, next to Nahalal, site
of the ancient city of Shimron. Years
later, Timorim later moved to a location more suitable for its development
as a Moshav Shetufi with its own land.
It had kept dairy cows, milk sheep,
and chickens, and a small metal-works
making buckets and other similar items
under the name Miromit, which later
became a major manufacturing enterprise. I recall the “Miromit” sign
on the gate or fence and believe that
the name was the result of a signwriter’s mistake in painting the letters the
wrong way around!
Life on Hachshara was fun: we were
a small group of boys and girls who
lived the idealistically kibbutz life, with
lots of song and dance and laughter.
Things were very different on Timorim
itself in 1950 - one of the worst years
of Tzena (austerity) - and we had difficulty sustaining ourselves on our own
food production. Fortunately, our supplies were supplemented by the generosity of the constant stream of visitors
to the Meshek from SA and elsewhere.
There were some sixty or seventy people
on Timorim then, the majority young
married couples, and everyone worked
very hard with little time to spend the
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Young Country, Young Love:
Lydia at the
Aviv in 1950.

Maurice and
evenings having singseaside in Tel
songs or dancing the
hora.
We had a flock of
some 240 sheep, kept
essentially for milking, and these had
to be milked before
sunrise, and then
grazed during the
day.
The job required
a talent known as
“sheep-calling”.
You don’t drive a
flock of sheep as you would
a herd of cows - you walk ahead of
them and call to them to follow. But
it’s a special sound that you have to
make, this calling, with your tongue
rolled up behind your upper mouth
and your voice pushing through from
the back – a skill that requires learning
and practice: the better your calls the
more responsive the sheep will be to
them. And unfortunately for some of
us – particularly a novice like I was –
the Arabs from the village at the foot
of the Tel were far better sheep-callers than we were. So, every now and
then, when leading the flock to or
from a grazing area, I would pass an
Arab going the other way and leading
a handful of goats and sheep and calling to them, and next thing, half our
flock would have turned around and
followed the Arab. The ensuing mixup would have to be sorted out, with
the Arab pretending to be co-operative, but as it would be impossible to
do a proper count in such circumstances, the inevitable outcome would be a
shortage in our flock and the need for
a group of us to visit the Arab village
the next day to claim back our prop-

erty – an exercise which
was not always successful, because the villagers
were not above making
blatant protests of ownership of animals that
were not theirs and we
were under instructions
to try and maintain a
peaceful relationship
with them.
One day, I had the
awful experience of
forgetting my watercasks. I got thirstier
and thirstier but could
not leave my flock, so eventually I
quenched my thirst on a few pricklypears (Sabras).   By the time I got back
to the Meshek, my mouth, tongue and
face were swollen red and blue from
prickles and very sore, and I had to be
seen by a doctor from Nahalal, who
took the prickles out one by one.
Since all this occurred some 65 years
ago, I can’t remember the names of
more than a few of the people who
were with me in Bnei Zion and on
Hachshara and Timorim, but here are
some that I can recall: Aubrey Hurwitz,
Raymond Wolpert, Joe Jarzin, Gene
Schneider, Woolfie Krut, Louis and
Jean Wachtel, Mervyn Isaacson,
Denis Arden, Aubrey Chosack, Sally
Jarzin (nee Kasmy), and a fellow by
the name of Philip who was tragically killed when driving a vehicle belonging to Timorim. The name Les
Sheer is also familiar, as are the surnames Goldblatt and Chait.
Maurice Fluxman, Cape Town.
mfluxman@mweb.co.za
[PS The full article and the words of
the Bnei Zion anthem appeared on the
Telfed website.]

Oded, son of Shimon and Michal
Rabin (of Kadima Zuran) and
grandson of Esme and Jack Rabin
and the late Rose and Hone
Rosenberg, married Tamar, daughter
of Yael and Edgar Paz of Kadima.

Pam, daughter of Barry and
Cecily Hack of Ra’anana, married Yosef
Harel, son of David and Galila Yazdi of
Hashmonaim.

Gal, son of
Fiona Benami of
Ra’anana, and
Moshe Benami of
Kiryat Ono, and
grandson of Ernest
and Elizabeth
Schneider-Kuper
of Ra’anana,
married Shira,
daughter of Oz and
Tami Almog of Tel
Aviv.

Lee, daughter of
Louise Baram of
Kfar Saba, and
Nir Baram of
Ra’anana, and
granddaughter
of Ernest and
Elizabeth
Schneider-Kuper
of Ra’anana,
married Asaf, son of Eli and Tikva Ifrach of
Kiryat Ono.

Shaun, son of Michael and Lynn Sacks
of Kfar Saba, married Yael, daughter of
Yossi and Miry Aviv of Ra’anana.

Doron, son of the late Allan and
the late Orly Horwitz of Johannesburg
and grandson of Tami Sidi of Beth Protea,
married Shani, daughter of Sergio and Nurit
Zilbersteyn of Mexico City, Mexico.

Pazit, daughter of Ziona Benjamin
(nee Bonert) a former resident of Highlands
North, Johannesburg, married Adam, the son of
Serge Ajzensztejn (Eisenstein) a former resident of
Greenside Johannesburg.

Keren Telfed
Keren Telfed and Other Funds
Please remember Keren Telfed when you are celebrating happy occasions, when you are
invited to enjoy meals with friends, or to pay tribute to the memories of loved ones. The
Keren Telfed Fund was started over 30 years ago. Donations are used to assist Southern
Africans in Israel during times of individual or family need and are tax-deductible. All
donations are acknowledged in the magazine as soon as possible after receipt thereof.
Please contact Shireen Burt to make your donation:
09-7907819 or donations@telfed.org.il

Donors......................................................Honorees
KEREN TELFED and other FUNDs (general assistance to the community as needed)

Lynette Sackstein - 80th
birthday:
Bryan & Ruth Slater, Cecil & Pat

Arthur & Vivian Wolman.............................................Rennette Gordon - 70th birthday
Breiter, Ivan & Shirley Kantor,
Arthur & Vivian Wolman.............................................Fanny Pokroy - 80th birthday
Lynette Shapiro, Reva Rudolph,
Bella Alswang..................................................................Sheila Saitowitz - 80th birthday
Gillian Helman, Sheila Berkley,
Bokkie & Rochelle Zegal.............................................Joey & Sandra Kaplan - 50th (golden) wedding anniversary
Phyllis
Bryan & Ruth Slater.......................................................Rennette Gordon - 70th birthday
Horowitz,
Bryan & Ruth Slater.......................................................Bernice Meyers - 70th birthday
Lynn Kacev,
Cecil & Pat Breiter..........................................................Gordon Silberstein - 80th birthday
Felicia Levin
Cecil & Pat Breiter..........................................................Sharon Bacher - special birthday
Cecil & Pat Breiter..........................................................Ettie Stein - 90th birthday
Colin & Avigail Klein.....................................................Bella Kaplan - 95th birthday
Colin & Simone Mayer.................................................Max & Yvonne, Maurice & Sydelle Leibowitz, Beryl Schmidt - in appreciation
Colin & Vicki Porter.......................................................Pearl Firer - In loving memory of her late husband Colin Firer
Dan & Suzanne Ophir..................................................Doddie Gordon - 80th birthday
Dave & Gail Bloom........................................................Herman Schaffer - 80th birthday
David & Hilary Zetler....................................................Doddie Gordon - 80th birthday
Dennis, Annette & Joyce............................................Hymie Goldblatt - 92nd birthday
Dona Strauss....................................................................Herman Schaffer - 80th birthday
Esther Shull & Rita Williams.......................................Mosie Pokroy - birthday
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Adele Rubin - birthday
Gessie Borok Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Lynn & Lawrence Goodman - 50th wedding anniversary
90th birthday:
Gaby & Freda Haimovitz.............................................Sheila Saitowitz - 80th birthday
Bella Alswang,
Gerald & Freda Wolman..............................................Sharon & Maurice Muller - very special occasion
Sydney Joffe & Myra
Harry Klompas................................................................Jerome Klompas - in appreciation
Levin, Dave & Gail
Harry Klompas................................................................Eric Glick - happy birthday
Bloom, Edgar &
Herzlia Matric Class (Israel) - 1965
Joyce Kohll, Phyllis
Ivan & Shirley Kantor....................................................Sharon Bacher - special birthday
Collins, David &
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Selwyn Sanders - in appreciation
Hilary Kaplan, Nick
Ivan & Vivienne Maron................................................Yosef Urso - in appreciation & thanks
Alhadeff
Leila Stein & Family.......................................................Wilfred Stein - birthday
Mike & Loraine Solomon............................................Morty Mogil - 70th birthday
Mike & Loraine Solomon............................................Shifra & Duchi De’or - 50th wedding anniversary
Lynette Shapiro..............................................................Renette Gordon - 70th birthday
Miriam Scher & Family................................................Wilfred Stein - birthday
Neil & Carrie Lieberman..............................................Richard - birthday
Paul & Sharon Bernstein.............................................Carla Sher & Daryl Bartkunnsky - wedding
Riwa & Ron Lapid..........................................................Rennette Gordon - 70th birthday
Riwa & Ron Lapid..........................................................Benzie & Irene Segal - 50th Wedding Anniversary
Ros Gaitelband & Heather Rosenzweig..............Joan Weisman - 70th birthday
Rosalie Benson................................................................Lynn & Lawrence Goodman - 50th wedding anniversary
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Ruth & Yosi Mor..............................................................Wally Katz - 94th birthday
Solly & Estelle Sher........................................................Grand-daughter Amit’s Bat-Mitzvah - mazal tov!
Leslie & Ethlee Dembo................................................Sandra & Joey Kaplan - 50th (golden) wedding anniversary
Steve & Bini Blass...........................................................Bernice Meyers - 70th birthday

LONE SOLDIERS FUND (to assist young South African and Australian lone soldiers)		
Angela Benjamin & Bennie Penzik........................Maureen & Jay Rosen on their wedding anniversary
Jillian Milliner and Annette Milliner-Giladi.........Bernhard Lazarus - 90th birthday
Charlotte & Maurice Alhadeff..................................Carmie Arenson - birthday
Charlotte & Maurice Alhadeff..................................Ester & Basil Joffe - New home
Dennis & Karen Jacobson..........................................Leigh Freedman - 70th birthday
Helene Magid-Halle......................................................In loving memory of her brothers
Ivor & Roni Wolf..............................................................Sylvia & Max Shapiro - 50th wedding anniversary
Ivor & Roni Wolf..............................................................Gordon Silberstein - 80th birthday
Leon & Mireille Favish..................................................Esther Goldfus - 90th birthday
Max & Yvonne Leibowitz............................................Colin Mayer - 50th birthday
Rae & Dave Kopping....................................................In loving memory of beloved daughter Greer-Rose
Rae & David Kopping...................................................In loving memory of dear brother, Isaac
Rae & David Kopping...................................................grandson Guy Ron’s Bar Mitzvah

Ladies Man. Sparkling and energized,
former Zimbabwean David Marcus
celebrates his 100th birthday with a
party at Beth Protea.

HELPING HAND (for the elderly, families at risk, single parents and families with special needs)		
Dave & Felicia Levin......................................................Nathan & Terry Mowszowski - in appreciation
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Colin Porter - Get Well Soon wishes
Fonda Dubb.....................................................................Jackie Fisher’s 70th birthday - With lots of love from Fonda, Tanya & Hedley, Mike & Tamar, Nicky & Hila
Joe Woolf ..........................................................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff
Johnny & Dorothy Silver.............................................Bernhard Lazarus - 90th birthday
Leon & Ellen Altman.....................................................In loving memory of Abe Jaffe
Miranda Saltz...................................................................Grandson Shimon Zaltz’s bar mitzvah - with love from Safta Miranda
Naty & Denise Tobias...................................................Mary - birthday
Naty & Denise Tobias...................................................Murray & Pamela Figov - in appreciation
Neville & Adi Berman...................................................In loving memory of beloved dad Emmanuel Berman
Sharon Mehl.....................................................................In loving memory of parents and brother-in-law Arnie
Shirley Levy......................................................................In loving memory of her beloved husband David

IN MEMORIAM
Charlotte & Maurice Alhadeff..................................In loving memory of Erwin Greben
Colin and Vicki Porter..................................................In loving memory of Pearl Firer’s husband Colin
David & Rae Kopping...................................................In loving memory of beloved daughter Greer Rose

Amnon Plumber

24-hour
express
service

• Expert in locating and repairing leaks
• Bathroom renovations
• Installation of hot water boiler systems and geysers
• Agreements with all insurance companies

Bernard Lazarus turns 90 is seen
here at the TbT pre-election panel
debate with MK Michael Oren.

Telephones (direct)
•

050-5308104
•
(09)7715556
•
(09)7749016
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Keren Telfed

Joyce
Lasovsky
90th
birthday:

David & Rae Kopping...................................................In loving memory of Isaac
David Berman..................................................................In loving memory of his beloved dear son Uri Jonathan
Dave & Gail
Fogel, Moskovitz & Cohen Families.......................In loving memory of dear father and grandfather
Bloom, Edgar
				
Ruby Moskovitz
& Joyce Kohll,
Glenn, Nadia & Stella Saenger.................................In loving memory of Mannie Saenger
Ruth & Yoni
Glenys Sugarman...........................................................In loving memory of David Teperson
Oestreicher,
Nick
Helene Magid-Halle......................................................In loving memory of her brothers
Alhadeff
Jeff & Jossy Fabian........................................................In loving memory of their parents
Paul & Dora Fabian and Helen & Wolf Aaron
Joe Woolf...........................................................................In loving memory of David ‘Migdal’ Teperson
Brian Cooper
Joe Woolf ..........................................................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff
60th birthday:
Jonathan Lessick............................................................In loving memory of his mother, Claire Lessick
Chava and Dorron
Julian Hurwitz..................................................................In loving memory of Norma Abrams
Lavie, Shalom
Leon & Ellen Altman.....................................................In loving memory of Abe Jaffe
and Yana Hoory,
Leon Charney..................................................................In loving memory of beloved wife Menorah
Mali and Rafi
Louise & Lenny Kahn with Rae Galloon..............In loving memory of Jack Galloon
Aharonovitch,
Marke & Jeannette Markovitz..................................In loving memory of Jack Galloon
Mara and Giora
Marke & Jeannette Markovitz..................................In memory of Woolf Rakin z”l
Leitersdorf, Nooky
Marke & Jeannette Markovitz..................................In loving memory of their parents
& Solly Reisner
Miranda Saltz & family................................................In loving memory of Leonard Saltz on his 5th yartzheit
Neil & Carol Scher and Family..................................In loving memory of Nokkie Scher from their children,
grandchildren and family
Neville & Adi Berman...................................................In loving memory of beloved dad Emmanuel Berman
Pearl Novick......................................................................In loving memory of Ashie Novick
Perry & Zelda Lootsteen.............................................In loving memory of Judy Rosenthal & Peter Rosenberg
Rakin Family, USA..........................................................In beloved memory of Woolf Rakin z”l
Rona Kruger.....................................................................In loving memory of Yetta Mann
Rusty & Juliet Rostowsky............................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff
In loving memory of
Sharon Mehl.....................................................................In loving memory of parents and brother-in-law Arnie
Maurice Ostroff for the
Sharon Shafrir..................................................................In loving memory of beloved grandma Freda Pincus
Ostroff Memorial Bursary
Sheila & Michael Zetler...............................................In loving memory of Nokkie Scher
Fund:
Sheila & Michael Zetler...............................................In loving memory of Gerald Osrin
Smoky
&
Myra
Simon, Joe
Shirley Levy......................................................................In loving memory of her beloved husband David
Woolf,
Harris
&
Phyllis
Green,
Sol & Hana Ben Ami.....................................................In loving memory of Ada Blecher, Lesley Blecher,
Maish
&
Jocelyn
Isaacson,
Yetta Stein & Bella Singer
Rusty and Juliet Rostowsky
Sonia Levy.........................................................................In loving memory of beloved husband Fred Levy
Sonia Sacks.......................................................................In loving memory of Leslie Sacks
Terry & Carol Kessel......................................................In loving memory of Nancy Epstein

Wishing chag sameach
to all our clients!
Joe Woolf...........................................................................In loving memory of David ‘Migdal’ Teperson
Joe Woolf...........................................................................In honour of Irene Saks
Maish & Jocelyn Isaacson...........................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff
Smoky & Myra Simon..................................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff

MAYER PINCUS BAREL FUND		
Sharon Shafrir..................................................In loving memory of beloved grandma Freda Pincus
Leora Berold.....................................................Leon Barel - 70th birthday

Project Management and
Project & Property Development

SURF FUND (Special Urgent Relief Fund)		
Cecilia Harris.....................................................................Hertzel Katz - 83rd birthday
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Orkie Chesed - 90th birthday
Joseph & Yona Katz.......................................................In honour of Hertzel & Lola Katz
Malcolm Dash.................................................................Hertzel Katz - 83rd birthday
Ruth & Ivan Bonner......................................................Joey & Sandra Kaplan - 50th wedding anniversary

PRAS SCHOLARSHIPS		
Basil & Zena Berelowitz...............................................birthday wishes for Charles Berelowitz
Naty & Denise Tobias...................................................Sheila Saitowitz - 80th birthday
Naty & Denise Tobias...................................................Ivor Brown - 80th birthday
Rita Rubin..........................................................................Sheila Saitowitz - 80th birthday
Solly Kaplinski & Jonny Zausmer............................Les Glassman - in appreciation

WOOLF RAKIN MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND (supported by Rakin family and friends)
Marke & Jeannette Markovitz..................................In memory of Woolf Rakin z”l
Rakin Family, USA..........................................................In beloved memory of Woolf Rakin z”l
Ongoing support from Renee Rakin....................Friends & Family - special occasions

DENTAL EMERGENCY FUND
Friends of Brian Cooper..............................................birthday wishes for Brian from Chava, Dorron,
Shalom, Yana, Mali, Rafi, Mara & Giora

TECI (Telfed Ethiopian Community initiative)		
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Rabbi & Arny Beller on Hadassa’s wedding
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Leigh Freedman - 70th birthday
Joel & Beryl Klotnick.....................................................Arthur Lipschitz - 70th birthday
Perry & Zelda Lootsteen.............................................In loving memory of
Peter Rosenberg & Judy Rosenthal

CARING FOR THE ELDERLY - JOINT KEREN TELFED/BETH PROTEA FUND		
Sydney Joffe & Myra Levin........................................Gessie Borok - 90th birthday

Sybil Shapiro - to honour Angie
Benjamin, Diane Shaer, Frankie Jaffe,
Maureen Rosen and Pam Bethlehem.

SCHOLARSHIPS		
Basil & Zena Berelowitz...............................................Charles Berelowitz - birthday
Leslie & Ethlee Dembo................................................Sandra & Joey Kaplan - 50th (golden) wedding anniversary

KEREN ALIZA 		
Gaby & Freda Haimowitz...........................................In loving memory of their son Aryeh Haimowitz
David & Hilary Kaplan..................................................Gessie Borok - 90th birthday

MARILYN CHAZAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND		
Doreen Bik........................................................................In loving memory of dear daughter Marilyn Chazan

MAURICE OSTROFF MEMORIAL BURSARY FUND		
Harris & Phyllis Green..................................................In loving memory of Maurice Ostroff

Maurice celebrating his 90th
in 2015 with friend and TbT
colleague Henry Shakenovsky
looking on.

In gratitude for the kindness and warmth
showered on me as a newcomer to Haifa. My
lovely daughter Joy left my phone number on
their table in a cafe the rest is history! They
overwhelmed me with their welcome. I have lived
in many places but nowhere have I felt so much
warmth and friendship. I sadly have to move on
now after spending the best 5 years I can ever
remember in Haifa but I will always carry their
friendship and love close to my heart
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Feature
There were many across the
Jewish world that greeted the
news of the assassination in Syria
of Lebanese Druze terrorist Samir
Kuntar on December 21st with
satisfaction. It was not only a
feeling that “Justice was done”
but no less important it ensured
that an unrepentant repugnant
murderer was stopped “dead” in
his tracks – literally - from pursuing
his path of further murder and
mayhem. When he was taken
out by an airstrike in Damascus
– attributed to Israel but not
acknowledged - he was believed
to be planning further attacks
against Israel from the Golan.

The Shapiro Brothers
Kuntar had been convicted of a 1979
attack in which he shot and killed an
Israeli father in front of his four-year-old
daughter, then smashed her head against
a rock with his rifle butt,
The Paper
and tossed her body into
Chase.
the sea. Kuntar was part
Following
of a terrorist team who ar- both Charlie
rived in Israel from Lebanon and Bobby’s
heroism
by boat.
in two of
Israel’s
Kuntar, who was 16 at the
worst terror
time of the attack, was conattacks,
victed, and was sentenced the Hebrew
press
to 542 years in prison. But
covered
in 2008, the Israeli govern- the Shapiro
ment agreed to release him
brother’s
actions
from prison in a high-proextensively.
file swap. Kuntar was trad(l-r: Bobby
ed for the remains of two and Charlie)
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By David Kaplan

Southern
African Heroes
in Israel

We Salute
Them

Israeli soldiers captured by Hezbollah
ist would instinctively start firing and
Muslim world he was lionized. In
in a 2006 cross-border raid.
kill Danny and his daughter and so
2008 Syria’s President Bashar Assad
I
pulled
back.”
presented him with the nation’s highBecause of the blood curdling cirest medal, and in 2009, Kuntar was
When Charlie again poked his head
cumstances of this terrorist attack,
similarly honored by Iranian President
to see what was happening, a grenade
most Israelis are familiar with most
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
exploded, “and the blast blinded me
of the facts. Few however are aware
In the aftermath of this horror,
temporarily in one eye and shrapnel
of a South African connection.
Charlie
was frequently written about
bloodied
my
face.”
Charlie Shapiro who passed away
in the local press, and was honoured
Although still ready to engage the
in Cape Town in 2015 had Kuntar
each year on the anniversary of the
terrorists, Charlie never received anin his gun-sights before he went on
attack for his quick thinking and
other opportunity to catch Kuntar
his murderous spree but fate interbravery. However, when
vened. The writer inhe returned to South
terviewed Charlie in
Africa, his name was
Kfar Saba a year bedeleted from the story
fore he passed away.
“under strict instrucIt was 2.30 a.m. on
tions” as “the Israeli
April 22, 1979, when
government felt that it
in his apartment on
could not protect me
the second floor on
if there was a reprisJabotinsky Street in
al abroad,” he told this
Nahariya, Charlie was
writer.
awakened by gunfire Charlie also spoke
in his building!
of his meeting Ariel
“ Te r r o r i s t s , ”
Sharon, then Minister
screamed his girlof Agriculture, immefriend. Grabbing his
diately after the atfirearm he was ready
tack in Nahariya. Less
and aiming when a
The Brave Brothers. (l-r) Bobby and Charlie Shapiro in Israel in 2013.
than a month later,
terrorist kicked open
while diving in the Red Sea off Ras
in his gun-sights. Kuntar proceeded
the door. “I shot him clean in the
Momhammed, the southern Sinai
on a murderous rampage culminatchest and then, as he lay there on his
ing in his capture that evening and
experienced a freak storm with flash
back screaming for his comrades, I
conviction a year later of what was
floods, “the worst in fifty years. There
finished him off between the eyes.”
described as one of the most bruwas loss of life and terrible damage
Looking down the corridor, Charlie
tal terrorist attacks in Israel’s histoto property.” Clothed in a pair of
saw Danny Haran and his 4 yearry. After spending nearly three decboxer shorts, Charlie was digging a
old daughter Einat, and in front of
ades in prison, Kuntar was released
car out of the mud, “when who arthem, a young terrorist with curly
rived to inspect the scene, but Arik
on July 16, 2008 as part of an Israelhair, whom he would later learn was
Sharon.” Instantly recognizing Charlie
Hezbollah prisoner exchange.
the notorious Samir Kuntar. “I heard
from the terrorist attack, he came
While Israelis remember how Kuntar
Danny say, “Take me but leave my
up to him and bellowed, “Charlie –
shot Danny at close range in front
daughter”. As I took aim at Kuntar’s
how come wherever there is a bloody
of his daughter on the beach, and
back and began squeezing the trigmajor catastrophe in Israel you are
then held his head under the water
ger, I saw a Kalashnikov barrel come
in the thick of it?”
to make sure he was dead, and then
into view from the side and I had to
Charlie could have answered, “It
killed Einat by smashing her skull
make an instant decision. I thought
runs in the family.”
against the rock, in much of the
if I killed Kuntar, this other terror-
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Feature
Coastal Road Massacre

Consider the odds - only a year before, Charlie’s brother Bobby Shapiro
from Moshav Ben Ami near Nehariya,
was caught in one of the worst terrorist attacks in Israel’s history. On
the 11th March 1978, 35 Israeli civilians lost their lives in a terrifying
hijacking of an Egged bus on the
coastal highway between Tel Aviv
and Haifa.
Masterminded by Abu Jihad and
undertaken by the PLO faction
‘Fatah’, it began when eleven terrorists from Lebanon, including one
woman, beached boats on the coast
at Ma’agan Michael. At day’s end,
the bus the terrorists hijacked was
a burnt-out, skeletal shell. So were
the shattered lives of many Israelis.
Bobby and his wife Brenda were
new immigrants from South Africa
on that fateful morning in March
1978, when, together with their two
young daughters they were driving
northbound on the coastal highway
when they saw a bus at the turnoff
to Ma’agan Michael that appeared to
have been in a traffic accident. Bobby
stopped. “Next thing I saw was this
frantic woman running towards us
screaming with a baby in her arms
covered in blood.” Brenda jumped
out of the car with their two young
daughters and two of their friends.
“I’ll see if I can help with the injured.
You take the mother and her baby
to hospital,” were her parting words.
Bobby sped off. A kilometer on, the
mother became hysterical. “Look what
the terrorists have done.” “Terrorists,
what terrorists?” screamed a bewildered Bobby. Then the enormity of
the misunderstanding hit him. He
had left his family not at the scene of
a ‘road accident’, but in the clutches
of terrorists. In the meantime the in-

fant in his car had died. “I stopped,
hailed down an oncoming car with
whom I left the mother and her dead
child, did a u-turn and sped back.”
No sooner had Bobby stopped behind
the bus, when he found himself staring down the barrel of a Kalashnikov
and ordered onto the bus. “There
were eleven terrorists although I did
not note the number at the time. I
looked and shouted for my family but
could not see them. I was shoved to a
seat. In the front, a woman terrorist
was in command and barking orders
in English, while another two were
positioned in the front and back of
the bus, holding grenades. Their fingers rested on the safety pins, waiting for an order to release.” That order
would come later.
“The female terrorist, Dalia Mughrabi
- revered today in Palestinian society which proudly names schools and
summer camps after her - screamed
that they were from Fatah and that
we were going to Ben Gurion Airport
where we would board a plane for an
Arab country.”
Bobby did not know whether his
family was alive or dead, but he knew
they were not on the bus. “I also knew
that if I were to survive this day, I
had to escape. Boarding a plane was
not an option for an Israeli with a
South African passport. These were
the thoughts going through my mind.”
New developments made escape a
receding option. “They began tying
us up and I was bound back-to-back
with a man whose wife was lying on
the floor next to us suffering from
gunshot wounds. There was nothing
we could do and she died shortly afterwards. By the time we passed the
Wingate Institute, I had managed to
wriggle free. It took me all the way
from Ma’agan Michael to achieve this.

The man pleaded, “Tikshor et ze” - “Tie
it back on” - fearing they would kill
us. I placed the rope loosely back on
and waited for the first opportunity
to dive out the window. I expected it
to come sometime shortly before we
reached the airport.”
It came much sooner….near the
Herzliya Country Club.

END OF THE ROAD

The army had set up an ambush
“and the next thing we knew they
were shooting from both sides taking out the tires. Mughrabi threatened to blow up the bus. We had little reason to doubt her.”
The order came. “Both terrorists, one
in the front and the one at the back,
simultaneously released the safety pins
from their grenades. A passenger at
the back, Yosie Hochman, seeing
what was about to happen, jumped
on the terrorist. The grenade exploded killing Yossie’s two children and
wife. Yossie miraculously survived,
although he lost both his legs.
“I was near the front and when I saw
what was about to happen I bundled
myself into a ball. Don’t ask me how
I survived the explosion. The bus was
now on fire. The man that I had been
bound to, lay dead beside his wife,
who had succumbed to her wounds
earlier. There was death and carnage
everywhere. Instinct took over and
I dived out the window only to be
caught dangling for some five seconds before I managed to drop to the
ground. I dashed to a nearby trench
where I took refuge with a woman
and her daughter. She was pleading
that her father was still on the bus
and was about to run back to try to
save him. I knew that meant certain
death and pulled her down. The terrorists were disembarking from the
bus and shooting in all directions. I

could not let her go. It was terrible and her
father died on the bus.”
Through all the smoke and gunfire Bobby
saw a man writhing in agony on the ground
next to the blazing bus. “He was holding his stomach and was bleeding badly. I
do not know what got into me. Thinking
I had lost my wife and kids, I got up and
ran to the fellow, picked him up and darting through the smoke and gunfire, hurried
back to the trench.”
The man, Simcha Galon survived as did
his wife Shosh. Not so their seven year-old
daughter.
Bobby had survived, but what of his wife and
daughters? As soon as Bobby had sped off
from the ‘accident’, Brenda instantly realised
it was a terrorist attack and screamed at the
girls to run up a hill. “The terrorists saw us
and opened fire,” said Brenda. “Thankfully
the grass was tall and I screamed at them
to drop to the ground and crawl. Bullets
whizzed past us and after a few seconds the
firing stopped. I guess they thought they had
killed us because they didn’t bother to check.
To this day we cannot say how long we lay
there until we heard Hebrew. “I screamed
“anuchnu po” – “we are here.”
They had been found by an IDF Commando
Unit.

Epilogue

Nestled in a picturesque homestead in
Moshav Ben Ami near Nahariya, the Shapiro
family would again receive a calling card from
their nefarious neighbors in Lebanon. In
the Second Lebanese War in the summer
of 2006, a Katyusha fell a few meters away
from their home leaving a massive gaping
hole in their garden.
It was nothing like the ‘gaping hole’ in
the lives of the families affected that day in
March 1978.
They meet once a year at the memorial –
the survivors. They smile, they laugh, they
hug and they cry.
They’re alive. •

Farewell to Giants
The oft quoted line of General Douglas MacArthur
in his 1951 farewell address to the USA Congress “Old soldiers never die, they simply fade away” –
could never be further from the truth in describing
the recent passing in November of two of the
Southern African community’s enduring warriors David “Migdal” Teperson and Maurice Ostroff.
Both left us with their boots on –
fighters to the end.

Aiming to Please. Migdal Teperson, also known at one
time as “the sheriff of Kfar Shmaryahu.”

Towering Teperson
Tall and defiant, it was no surprise that David Teperson
quickly acquired the nickname during his Machal days as
“Migdal” (tower). As a schoolboy, he used to walk to school
in Namaqualand in the Northern Cape barefoot and if anyone
called him “Joodt”, he would “knock his block off.” After a few
had their “blocks” knocked off, the message was clear - don’t
mess with Teperson. Earning their respect, he became popularly known as “Boerejoordt”.
Among the first to volunteer in 1948, he travelled to Palestine
via the displaced persons’ camp in France arriving on the last
illegal ship to reach Israel on the 15th May 1948, the day folcontinued on next page
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lowing Ben Gurion’s declaration of independence. Standing on the deck of
the ship off the coast of Tel Aviv, “I
watched as if it were a movie. Egyptian
Spitfires came over, strafing and bombing the city. Fortunately they didn’t
attack our ship, but it was my induc-

tion – this was my first day in Israel
on Israel’s second day, and clearly, we
were at war.”
The next day he went into action
fighting with an elite Palmach commando unit and went on to serve in
the Negev Brigade until the capture of
Eilat. Following the capture of Be’er
Sheva, “we used the police station
there as a base from where we went
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out on raids in jeeps
often lasting for two to
five days at a time.” On
one occasion, he relates,
“We passed a convoy of
Egyptian soldiers who
thought we were fellow
Egyptians. Heavily
outnumbering us,
they never believed
we would move at
night and we shouted, “Salaam” as we
passed them.”
MACHAL Mensch. Seen here at the Telfed ceremony
at Beth Protea honouring MACHAL is Migdal
After the war,
Teperson (right) with a model of the MACHAL
Migdal volunteered
emblem created by Harold Broude (left)
for reserve duty and
an officer’s course
and fought in all of Israel’s subHezbollah and Hamas, “when they
sequent wars: the 1956 Sinai
would not allow me near the action,
Campaign as a Lieutenant in the
I drove vehicles taking supplies to
Armoured Corps; the 1967 Six
my boys.”
Day War as a captain; the 1969His “boys” were never far from his
1970 War of Attrition along the
mind.
Suez Canal; the 1973 Yom Kippur
While in civilian life, Migdal would
War serving with both his sons
go on to build a successful construcand gaining the
tion company, he never forgot those
rank of major;
Towering
who fought and fell beside him. He
Giant. No war
the 1982 War
worked tirelessly to set up monuin Israel could
in Lebanon
ever hold
ments to the fallen as well as recreaand subsequent
David “Migdal”
tional facilities for the young soldiers
Teperson from
skirmishes as
of his unit.
participating.
well as the two
Migdal was the living embodiment
Intifadas.
of the words of the Zionist leader Max
During the second Intifada, “I
Nordau who coined the phrase at the
volunteered to join a new unit
second Zionist Congress in 1898 of
made up of 4000 reservists of ages
“Muscular Zionism.” If the vision had
varying from 55 to 78. We joined
been “of a Jewish culture and religion
young recruits on guard duty, manwhich directed its adherents to reach
ning road blocks and accompanying
for certain moral and corporeal idethem on armoured vehicle patrols. I
als which, through discipline, agility
joined a group of lads as their driver
and strength, would result in a strongin an armoured jeep. “We old boys
er, more physically assured Jew”, then
were a real big morale boast to the
this towering giant from the “South
youngsters.”
African veld could well have been its
In the more recent wars with
poster boy. •

The Great
Communicator
With his overworked computer,
he marshalled the English
language and sent it off to battle
for the Jewish State.
The sad passing of Maurice Ostroff
in November at the age of ninety
brought to an end the tenacious spirit
of a warrior who fought passionately
to his last breath for the right of the
Jewish People to be free in their ancestral homeland. On the Thursday
before the Monday he passed away,
there was a Truth be Told (TbT)
meeting which he could not attend
because of failing health. He insisted
upon being Skyped in. I was counselled at the last moment to let him
sleep and rather to phone him in the
evening, which I did.
“How are you feeling?” I asked.
“Never mind how I am feeling! How
was the meeting? Tell me all that was
discussed and decided.”
That was Maurice and that was my
last conversation with him. When I
received the call my immediate feeling was: “We have been robbed.”
And robbed we were – family, friends,
colleagues and the State of Israel – but
not totally because he left an endearing and an enduring legacy.
When once asked why he volunteered in 1948 to fight in Israel’s War
of Independence, this former South
African from Johannesburg said it simply and modestly: “I had a strong desire to identify myself with the struggle
of the Jews in Israel and with the displaced persons fighting for the right to
enter Palestine. I had served in WWII
and felt I could help.” He did more
than help and never stopped.
If in 1948 Maurice commanded a
strategically important mobile radar

Time Out.
Machalniks
Maurice Ostroff
(r) and Norman
Spiro (l) taking
a smoke break
during the War of
Independence in
1948.

Tapping into the
Enemy: Maurice Ostroff
(ctr) overseeing
the erection of his
makeshift radar
“contraption”
during the War of
Independence.

Destined for
Greatness.
Maurice Ostroff
during WWII in
South Africa.

language and sending it forth into
battle on behalf of the Jewish State.
However, Maurice was not one to compromise his integrity in this quest –
his mission was always “to reveal the
truth’ “and to set the record straight”
as he so frequently expressed.
This attribute was so poignantly articulated in an Op-Ed in The Jerusalem
Post when taking on Judge Goldstone
for his faulty report on Operation
Cast Lead: “It is disappointing to observe the disproportionate amount
of conjecture about, and attacks on,
Goldstone the man, compared with

unit near the Weizmann Institute
tapping into the movements of the
enemy, six decades later, he still had
his antennae out doing the same thing.
Operating from his “ops room” on the
fifth floor of Beth Protea, he tracked
the movements of Israel’s enemies with
his overworked computer challenging
the lies and distortions of journalists,
jurists, academicians and politicians
around the world. Morrie was unafraid to take on the mighty and prick
their puffed up libelous bubbles. Who
continued on next
is not familiar with
his well researched
epistles appearing
in esteemed newspapers and blogs
across the globe?
Always respectful,
E
never personal, but
NC
R
FO ELLE
always hitting his
C
EX
target with pincar and house insurance
point verbal accura- English Summary cy, this exceptional commentator on
medical and life insurance
current affairs had
the knack of marcountrywide (09)862-4824
shalling the English
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Feature
Holding Court. Maurice
(center) with his TbT
the paucity of discuscomrades-in-arm (from
sion about the actual left to right): Mel Cohen,
content of the report
Hertzel Katz, Rusty
and the faulty meth- Rostowsky, Harris Green,
odology used in pre- David Polovin (Chairman of
the South African Lawyers
paring it.” The exfor Israel) and Henry
change of the open
Shakenovsky.
correspondence be- Second Row: David Kaplan,
Annette Milliner-Giladi,
tween Maurice and
Maurice Ostroff, Charles
Goldstone led to a
Abelson (absent: Stuart
Palmer & Rolene Marks).
close relationship and
finally to Goldstone
will continue the work with increased
retracting key findings in the infavigour in this ongoing global assault
mous report that bears his name. Who
against the Jewish State which we have
today seriously refers to the Goldstone
coined: “The War of Words.”
Report as having any value?
Maurice was also a founder memIf it came to military budgets and a
ber
of the international Coalition of
choice in deciding between another
Hasbara Volunteers, better known by
multi-million dollar F16 or Ostroff,
its acronym CoHaV, (star in Hebrew),
“Our Mo” should have won hands
a world-wide umbrella organization of
down – such was his value in bluntvolunteers active in combating antiing the poisonous arrows of Israel’s
Israel media and political bias.
enemies.
While most revered for his achieveI was privileged to have known
ments with the pen, Maurice’s backMorrie, as he was affectionately known,
ground lay in the sciences. In fact, the
as a close friend and “comrade-inradar station he commanded in 1948
arms”. Four years we co-founded with
- Israel’s first - he constructed “from
others TbT a ‘Rapid Response Team’
assorted junked parts” – such was his
that tracked untruths about Israel in
extraordinary talent to read a landthe word media and quickly researched
scape and make magic from whatevthe facts and responded within hours.
er was available. His versatility knew
Because of the stature of this giant and
no bounds.
the respect he engendered, our reports
were published widely and we earned
While most residents at retirement
the respect from friends and foes alike.
homes may feel they have earned the
His legacy is such that we pledge we
right to take it easy, this was not the
Monumental Maurice. Paying
tribute to Maurice at the TbT
memorial pannel debate on “The
War of Words”, is (l-r), Simon
Plosker (Recepient of the first
TbT Award for Public Diplomacy
in the Name of Maurice Ostroff,
Dan Diker, Rolene Marks (TbT
committee member), WIZO Life
Presedent Tova Ben-Dor, JP
Editor-in-Chief Steve Linde, Prof.
Irwin Cotler and Harris Green
(TbT committee member.
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case with Maurice who was always revving up to launch into a new career.
Long retired from business, eight years
ago, Maurice made the news when he
took on the “youngsters” in the competitive world of hi-tech. Well into his
eighties, he was granted a patent to
secure authentication for credit card
and other online Internet transactions.
Maurice’s patent attorney at the time
explained that “patents are not granted
until it is established that the prototype is indeed unique.” Maurice himself may well fit into this category –
Maurice was unique.
To reveal Maurice’s unique qualities
and achievements, his friends and collogues of Truth be Told (TbT) held
a ‘Tribute to a Giant’ on the 10th
January at Beth Protea.
“Maurice is smiling, maybe a little
embarrassed being ‘Modest Mo’,” expressed this writer in welcoming over
240 friends, family and colleagues
who crammed into Beth Protea
to hear tributes paid to the passing of this “giant”.
Following tributes by Harris
Green representing TbT, Henry
Shakenovsky representing Beth
Protea and Unity in Diversity
(UiD), Michael Horesh, representing CoHav, Hertzel Katz
representing the Israel-South
Africa Chamber of Commerce

and Maish Isaacson, representing
Telfed who at the same time announced the launching of an annual Telfed Scholarship in the Name
of Maurice Ostroff for a student in
the field of Government and Public
Diplomacy, a riveting panel discussion followed.
Moderated by the writer, the esteemed panelists - Prof. Irwin Cotler
the former Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada, Steve
Linde - Editor-in-Chief of ‘The
Jerusalem Post’, Ben-Dror Yemini -

senior journalist with the Hebrew daily
‘Yediot Ahronoth’ and Dan Diker, a
Fellow and Project Director of Political
Warfare at the Jerusalem Center for
Public Affairs and a Research Fellow
at the International Institute for
Counter Terrorism at the IDC Herzliya
- fended off tough questions on “The
New Battle Landscape - The War of
Words against Israel”.
The debate was followed by Charles
Abelsohn presenting the first TbT
Maurice Ostroff Award to Simon
Plosker of Honest Reporting for his

daily disseminating to a global audience the truth about Israel.
If Maurice was watching from his
celestial perch he would be humbled
and pleased - his legacy lives on in
the work of others that he so fundamentally influenced.
All four of these Southern African
heroes have in their own way contributed in the words of Israel’s greatest
diplomat, Abba Eban, to ensure that
“Israel’s future will always be longer
than its past.” •

Give a Gift of Love
To mark a special milestone, celebrate an occasion or honour a loved one/host, you can make a donation to Keren Telfed
and we will send a card in your name to a chosen recipient. Give a meaningful gift by assisting members of our community
who are less fortunate. For more info: Contact Shireen Burt (donations@telfed.org.il {09}7907819
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Book Nook
By David Kaplan

The Killer Within
the reader with two core questions:
“Can there ever be forgiveness, and what are the appropriate punishments for unimaginable crimes?”
The son of Holocaust survivors - Solly’s father survived
the Shoah as a member of the Bielski partisans - the novella proved a long emotionally painful journey for the
author. The reason in revisiting the past, Solly answers in
his prologue poem:

R

eading Solly Kaplinski’s ‘A WORLD OF PAINS’ on the
Holocaust, two images of a personal nature came to mind.
The first goes back to 2001, when I as Telfed Chairman stood
alongside Solly, as Director of the International Relations
English Desk at Yad Vashem and laid a wreath on behalf
of the Southern African community at the annual ceremony on Yom HaShoah at Yad Vashem. I recall thinking at
the time, how by a twist of geography the Southern African
community had escaped the horrors of history. Reading this
novella, it’s evident Solly had not “escaped”!
The second image arose noting in the book’s
‘Acknowledgements’ the name of Cape Town psychiatrist –
Tuvia Zabow “for his insights and psychiatric expertise.” I
recall while practicing as a defense attorney in Cape Town
prior to making Aliyah in 1986, having frequently crossexamined Tuvia, who as Cape Town’s chief state psychiatrist, was required to determine whether those accused of
the most heinous crimes had the mental capacity to determine right from wrong and therefore able to formulate intent. I recall that in all my many cases over many years,
never once did Tuvia find my client unfit to stand trial for
reason of inability to formulate mental intent. The moral
abyss between responsibility and retribution pervades from
the first chapter in the Ponar forest in 1942 to the final
chapter in a shiva home in the USA in 1996, and leaves
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I owe it to you Mom and Dad
Even though you rest in the earth
To go home
I owe it to you my Bobba and Zeida
Whom I never knew
Whose warm embrace and loving caress I could only imagine
Who were geshiesen
And geshaysen
Into a mass burial pit in the Ponal forests
To go home
Going “home” for Solly means:
To remember
To bear witness
To be the link
To pay homage
To take care of the past.
At the book launch at Telfed, this former headmaster
of Herzlia School Cape Town revealed that before he led
a delegation in 1986 of South African schoolchildren to
Poland on ‘The March of the Living’, “I could not fathom
the silence of my parents. I always knew they were different from others.”
In a poem he notes:
The nightmares the screams
painful recurring dreams
the fear of the doorbell
the panic at the shrill telephone ring
“could never quite cover up the games they played to overprotect my brother and me.”

LAW OFFICES
ADV. HERTZEL KATZ BA.LLB
The novella opens with a
young mother clutching her
SHARON ARANYA KATZ BA.LLB
baby daughter before an exWe specialize in
termination pit in the Ponar
REAL ESTATE [purchase ,sale, leasing and management]
Forest outside of Vilnius in
WILLS, PROBATE ORDERS, GUARDIANSHIP
1942. “”How can you do this to
COMMERCIAL CONTRACTS
me, to mein kind, to my baby,”
OPINIONS ON RSA SUCCESSION LAW
she pleads to the young man
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
who was once her classmate
NOTARY
and with whom she had even
42 Bialik Blvd. Ramat Hasharon
shared some physical intimacy.
HERTZEL 0502 501928
OFFICE: 03 5496475
That man who ended her life
www.katzlawyers.co.il
Terror within the Trees.
FAX: 03 5496147
and that of her baby in the most
Memorial to the Jews
katz_adv@netvision.net.il
horrific way, is by 1996 an esmurdered in 1942 in Ponar
Forest outside of Vilnius.
teemed human rights lawyer
(Vilna)
in the USA who is about to receive the
Presidential Award and is a candidate for
Solly Kaplinski lives and works in
the Nobel Prize for Peace for his humanJerusalem.
itarian work – particularly with children.
A graduate of Herzlia School in Cape
Long expunged from his consciousness, his past starts to catch up with
Town, Habonim and the Universities of
him, sparked by a case he takes on where the facts of the killing of a baby
Cape Town and South Africa, Solly comare similar to the role he played at Ponar Forest. His client wants to plead
menced his professional career in educaguilty – he admits he is a monster and feels he deserves the punishment
tion as a school guidance counselor and
of the court. Where does this leave his unpunished lawyer receiving accoclinical psychologist.
lade after accolade for his humanitarianism?
He was the Headmaster of Herzlia School
as well as Jewish Day Schools in Canada beWhen finally the curtain of the repressed past is drawn and the ‘macher’
fore making
Aliyah with his
stands naked as a monster to himself, what will Jonathan Varnas do as he
wife in 2000.
steps up to the podium to accept the Nobel Prize for Peace? Can he exFormerly the
pect forgiveness from others if he cannot forgive himself?
Director of the
The shattering ending of the book reflects the author’s “anger” that:
International
“No one apologised to me for what happened to my Bobba and Zeida.”
Relations English
Desk at Yad
“Yes,” says Solly, “ensuing generations of Germans after the Second World
Vashem, he is curWar may have atoned for the sins of their fathers but what of the killers
rently Executive
themselves? They literally got away with murder! I often wondered why
D i r e c t o r,
there were very few of them, if any, who expressed feelings of guilt or sorOverseas Joint
row for the crimes they committed.”
Ventures, at the
Solly noted how so many of the murderers would emerge as “successful
American Jewish
politicians, learned judges, accomplished lawyers, outstanding doctors,
Joint Distribution Committee.
wealthy industrialists, respected school principals or dignified ministers of
A graduate of the Jerusalem Fellows
the church but never a word of regret or remorse - no acknowledgement!”
Program and of the Harvard University
Principals’ Center, Solly is also a pub‘A World of Pains” is Solly’s way of addressing this injustice and serves
lished poet.
as a literary memorial to those who perished in the forests of Vilnuis.
The Kaplinski family - three children,
Two of those were Solly’s Bobba and Zeida.

About the Author

To purchase: http://goo.gl/95GkDh

their spouses and nine grandchildren all live in Israel
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By David Kaplan

photo: David Kaplan

Speaking their
Language

lively discussion on how best to utilize whatsapp,
Facebook, Twitter and other media
tools to disseminate Israel’s message
in the language of their generation.”
Fellow TbT members Charles
Abelsohn and David Kaplan have also
been “back to school,” funning workshops. Amongst the thirty students were
four former South Africans.
Noting the sad passing of TbT cofounder Maurice Ostroff (see Feature,
page 29), “We hope,” says Harris, “that
with such programmes, we are nurturing the Ostroffs of tomorrow.” •

Young Ambassadors. Harris Green with four young students at Meitarim School in
Ra’anana South African olim (l-r) Tia Levitan, Jay Levitan, Ariella Ross and Joseph Krok.

In the battleground of ideas, even
youngsters across Israel are enlisting.
Stuart Palmer of Cohav (the Coalition of Hasbara
Volunteers) who two years ago initiated a Haifa Universitydesigned programme to train students at high schools
across Israel in Israel Advocacy, has now roped in his fellow colleagues in TbT (Truth be Told) to focus at a progressive school in Ra’anana called Metarim. “Students who
volunteer for the course are instructed on how to analyse
the media with a view to discerning bias and methods
of counteracting it,” explains course-coordinator Harris
Green, a member of the Telfed Executive Committee
and a co-founder of TbT.
“We aim to equip these students with the tools and information to engage with and respond to peer groups
around the world,” says Harris.
“It’s wonderful being back at school,” says Rolene Marks,
Chairperson of the Telfed Media Committee and a member of TbT, who braved the early morning traffic from
Modiin to be at school at 8.30am. Media-savvy Rolene
ran a workshop on how to effectively use the social media.
“The kids created a live broadcast and video using Periscope
– a live video-streaming app, which we followed with a
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Wrestling with
Racism

Former South African President, F.W. de Klerk
was the guest speaker in November at a conference at
Tel Aviv University aimed at analyzing racism in Israel
and looking at ways to curb such trends under the title
“Fighting Racism”.
Delivering a sobering account of the transformation of
South Africa from a land blighted by apartheid, distrust
and division to one of reconciliation and hope, de Klerk
tackled some harsh issues present today in Israeli society.
Jonathan Zausmer from Kochav Yair attended the conference and reports:
De Klerk made no attempt to preach to his audience
or to highlight his role in the epic changes that took place
in South Africa. Rather, he simply described the background and the complex circumstances at the time that
ultimately brought about a process of trust, change and
peace. He did however make some general comments that
are relevant and worthy of heeding: he warned that history is not only predetermined by great economic, social
and demographic forces, but importantly also by lead-

ership and the individuals
involved in “directing historical forces towards positive destinations.” One such
man,” he said, “was Yitzhak
Rabin.”
“Our approach in South
Africa,” said de Klerk “was
based on a reality that
whether we liked one another or not, there could be
no long-term solution without involving through negotiation all the major parties
New Horizons. Jonni Zausmer (left), and Max Moss (right) engage with South
and population groups.” He
Africa’s former President and Nobel Peace Laurette, F.W.de Klerk (centre).
spoke of a “genuine commitment” of all sides and said
“that timing was critical” and that “history sometimes
opens a window of opportunity when all the forces involved are ripe for negotiation. Statesmen need to recognize such windows and lead their followers through
before history once again slams them shut.”
In selecting his final year project in Architecture at
“Negotiators”, he says, “have to be able to take risks.
Jerusalem’s prestigious Bezalel Academy of Art, Amit
Few agreements will be absolutely watertight, and
Chelouche chose “something completeat some juncture a leap of faith will usually be un- Aspiring Architect: ly different”. It will not be “the usual –
avoidable.” He spoke of the destructive role of exAmit Chelouche
a building” he explained to his parents
displaying his
tremists on the right and on the left who
Tessa and Yair - childhood sweethearts
David Azrieli Prize
wanted to derail negotiations by means
from King David School, Johannesburg.
of initiating violence. It was important,
“I’m taking a risk. I will either fly
he said, not to give the extremists the
or crash.”
power to derail the process.
He neither crashed nor simply flew “One-sided solutions,” said de Klerk, “never
he soared, winning NIS 15,000 taking
last and simply make the eventual resump3rd slot in the 2015 David Azriel Prize
tion of negotiations more difficult.”
for Architecture for his project – “Total
De Klerk ended on a positive note stating
Stage”. The first two prizes went to final
that in the last 25 years, “We South Africans
year students at the Technion. The cerehave learned that even the most intractamony was held at the Tel Aviv Museum
ble problems can be resolved peacefully,”
of Art and attended by top local and
but also “that the process never ends and
international architects, notably Odile
we continue to wrestle with the great forcDecq, one of France’s most prominent
es that change history.” •
architects. Decq, who served on the

“All the
World’s a Stage”

panel of judges, expressed how highly
impressed he was “by the thought, initiative and creativity expressed in the
work of the young architects.”
continued on next page
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These qualities highlighted by Decq were all evident
be ridiculous, Mabel our maid packed them”; on gleefully
in Amit’s design of a “stage” set in a Jerusalem public
accepting “boxes” as presents on arrival at Ben Gurion
park. As “drama, comedy and tragedy” are daily played
Airport with, “Doll, aren’t they sweet, where else in the world
out on stages by actors, so the park’s visitors of all ages,
will they give you presents,”
by their interaction with the architecturLife’s a Laugh. Actors Daniella and Grant only to discover later they
al ‘props’ enact through recreation, LIFE
Crankshaw (centre top and below) with were “gas masks”; their “tour”
- hence the projects name “Total Stage”.
members in the audience who shared on arrival at the Ra’anana
memories when they were all together in
“It’s all about what’s behind the stage and
Absorption Centre, and how
what’s in front.” says Amit. And “what’s Telfed’s stage productions ‘From Springboks
to Sabras’ (1998) and “The Show Must Go “when Saddam Hussein was
in front” for Amit may well in the f u On’ (2002): (L-r) Hilary Kaplan, Sara Finn lobbing cement skuds at us”,
ture adorn the Tel Aviv landscape
and Janine Gelley.
Grant, in a panic, injected
not unfamiliar to the name –
himself with the chemical
Chelouche – with so many streets
antidote: “I thought I was
bearing the name.
going to die” but instead,
A m i t’s a n c e s t o r, Aharon
“felt unbelievably high.”
Chelouche, was one of the foundTheir driving instructor
ers of Tel Aviv.
scene had the audience in
stitches:
“Why you indicate? You not
warn drivers your intentions
otherwise they cut in, stupid!” and another:
“What’s wrong with you?
HOOT! This is a traffic
Actors Grant and Daniella
light.”
Crankshaw have come a long way since they starred in
“But it’s still red!” “Nu, you don’t wait, HOOT!”
Telfed’s packed-out stage productions ‘From Springboks
In fact, the entire show was a “hoot”.
to Sabras’ in 1998 and ‘The Show Must Go On’ in

At This
Stage in Life

2002. Much of what has transpired in their lives, before
and since, is the subject of their hilarious production –
‘Together, Against the Odds’.
The musical comedy relates how the son of a Methodist
minister in Durban meets a ‘typical Jewish kugel’ at drama
school in Johannesburg; they fall in love, marry, start a
family, make Aliyah and “against the odds,” not merely survive but thrive.

The Wonders of
WIZO

The pride of
South African
WIZO are the
homes they have
helped sponsor in

Aliyah is a Gas
Many of the scenes resonate with former Southern
Africans, such as: The ‘reliability’ of Shlichim advice in
the line: “I’m sure he is still to this day, in Following in their Father’s Footsteps.
the Shlichim Protection Programme”;
Amongst the delegation were Helen
and Elizabeth (l-r) the daughters of
how at the El Al security check at Jan
the late legendary lawyer, Advocate
Smuts, Daniella responds to the quesIssie Maisels, a former Chairman of
tion “Did you pack these suitcases yourthe SAZF, who won acclaim for his
self?” with, “What, with these nails? Don’t superlative defence of ANC members
during the Apartheid era.
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Rabin’s
Law Office

From WIZO SA with Love: The South African delegation outside the new Neve WIZO House in Herzliya.

Herzliya for children from problematic families.
During the 2016 WIZO Conference in Tel Aviv, the
large SA WIZO delegation attended the dedication ceremony of the city’s 5th Neve WIZO house. Organised by
Janine Gelley, Chairman of WIZO’s Tourism Department
and a former member of the Telfed Executive, the ceremony was attended by the President of World WIZO, Tova
Ben-Dov, her daughter Tamar Lazarus, immediate part
president of SA WIZO and Moonyeen Castle, President
of SA WIZO and a former Chairman of the SAZF (CT).
Noting the outstanding and challenging work performed
in these five homes, Janine expressed that “each home is an
expression of the passion and commitment of the WIZO
women in SA towards Israel.”
The South African delegation outside
the new Neve WIZO House in Herzliya.

Honourable
Mensch

After a lifetime of dedication to Judaism
and Israel, Solly Sacks was awarded the
title of ‘Honorary Fellow of the Zionist
General Council’ last October at the 2015
Zionist Congress in Jerusalem.
It’s been a long enriching journey for this
indefatigable Zionist who retired recently
as Director General of World Mizrachi.
Prior to his Aliyah from Johannesburg in

We act in:
All Civil Law,
Real Estate,
Contracts,
Trusts, Wills,
Inheritance,
Litigation

1991, Solly had
ADV Boaz Rabin
been Chairman
054-4819624
of the South
ADV Haim Shalom
African Zionist
Federation and
054-2042222
President of the
South African
Office +972 3 624 1818
Mi z r a c h i . In
Fax +972 3 624 1798
Israel, he served
65 Yigal Alon Street
as Chairman of
PO
Box
20395, Tel Aviv 61203
Telfed and over
the years proved
an inspiring facilitator
of Aliyah by serving as chairman of several Aliyah groups,
notably - Alon Shvut, Efrat and
Kochav Yair.
Solly recalls nostalgically “my
first Zionist Congress in 1968,
and then heading the World Bnei
Akiva delegation to the following Congress in 1972.” Since
then, Solly has not missed a single congress!

Lifelong Zionist: Solly Sacks

Muscular Zionism
He recalls the early congresses
in the seventies “where the discussions were much more heated than today and at times even
resulted in fist-fights over differing opinions.”
At one Congress, “Prime
continued on next page
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Minister Begin was due to close the Congress, but we
were still fighting - literally - over resolutions and they
had to find him a place to rest as he insisted on delivering his address, and eventually spoke to a very tired
Congress at 1:30 a.m.”
While the process of passing resolutions in recent years
still creates excitement and heated discussion, “gone
are those days of grabbing microphones and fistfights.”
Noting the smile, one wonders whether Solly
is nostalgic for these bygone antics. This writer wryly noted this was not exactly what Max
Nordau - the spiritual founding father of the
Maccabi sport movement - had in mind at the
1st Zionist Congress in 1897 in Basle when
he coined the phrase, “Muscular Zionism”!

Room with a View
A highlight for Solly was when “I attended
the centenary of that First Zionist Congress
in Basel and visited Room 117 of the hotel
where Herzl, during the Fifth Zionist congress in December in 1901 was photographed leaning on the railing of his balcony dreaming - or so it appeared – of a
future Jewish state.”
“It was like taking in a breath of world
history,” says Solly “for the thoughts he
formulated there, led directly to why I - a century later
- was visiting as a proud citizen of the State of Israel.”
The year following Herzl’s iconic pose on the balcony
of Room 117, he wrote in Altneuland (Old, New Land)
– “If you will it, it is no dream.” •

Just Revving Up!

A frequent favourite at Telfed’s Rishon Lezion’s functions,
local Southern Africans are well aware of Zac Hilon’s impressive musical career. Performing for 10 years on Vegas’
famed Strip until three years ago, Zac is currently appearing in the local smash musical “UNFORGETTABLE”.
However, he says, “I’m only just revving up!”
Following his performance last October for DRESS4LIFE’s
breast cancer awareness month at the Maslow Hotel in
Sandton, Johannesburg, Zac performed in December
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at Frank Sinatra’s 100th birthday celebration at Las
Vegas’ Tropicana Hotel & Casino. He will be returning
there later in the year” to perform for the Toys for Tots
fundraiser organised by top producer and radio host Jonathan Scott.
This former Pretorian who began his career as a young teenager doing radio commercials on SABC such as ‘Johnson’s
Baby Shampoo’, ‘Kentucky Fried
C h i c k e n’ ,
‘Standard
Bank’ and
‘Castle
Lager’, Zac
received his big
break in 1992,
“when my band
opened the
‘Duran Duran’
concert in
Johannesburg.”
Zac also re-

Doing it My Way: Former South
African Zac Hilon singing ole Blue
Eyes’ favorites.
Making it on the Strip. Zac
Hilon with Las Vegas Producer
Jonathan Scott. (credit:
JakekleinPhotography)

cently signed a deal with
a Paris recording studio to bring out a CD “Out of the
Dark” which can be downloaded on iTunes, Amazon
and Spotify.
From “out of the dark’ to very much in the spotlight,
what is next for Zac who will also shortly be touring
Japan and Dubai? “I’m sure I will be back in Rishon
sometime! I love performing for the Telfed events there.
Just throw in a braai.” When it comes to performing for
Southern Africans,” Zac is as dependable as the old familiar commercial jingle: ‘Braaivleis, Rugby, Sunny Skies
and Chevrolet’.
Zac is well on his way, and in the words of his idol
Frank, he is doing it, “my way.” •

What’s Up Doc?

Actually quite a lot, particularly as sixty years
have elapsed since a bunch of young fresh-faced
graduates bade farewell to the Wits University
Medical School. This past October, nine of that
“Class of 55” found themselves on a Saturday
evening in a private room in the Tavola Restaurant
in Herzliya Pituach.
Organised by Dr. Neil Schwartz of Ra’anana
who is also a member of the Telfed Media
LaBriut! At the WITS Medical “Class of 55”
Committee, the reunion was attended by
reunion in Herzliya Pituach are: Standing:
Dr. Les Glassman, Chairman of Wits
David Lee, Ivor Broer, Shmuel(Sam) Eidelman,
Hymie Josman, Ernest Schneider-Kuper.
Alumni in Israel, who filmed the event.
geneticist at Tel
Sitting: Eric Lebanon, Neil Schwartz, Aaron
Typically, on entering the restaurant, comHashomer, who
Malatsky, Rochelle Shorkend (Krikler)
ments ranged from: “Who did you say you were again?” to
gained interna“Gosh, I would never have recognized you!”
tional recognition for his research, and Dr. Shmuel Eidelman,
In his welcoming address, Neil was proud that Israel could
a professor of gastro-enterology at Rambam Hospital in Haifa.
pull off such a coup – “I doubt that there will be a gathAlthough retired, Eidelman remains a member of the scienering of nine of our class anywhere else in the world, and
tific council of the Israel Medical Association.
we are privileged to be joined by orthopeadic surgeon Dr.
The microphone was passed around as these doctors – all
David Gruebel Lee from Farnham in England.”
in different fields of medicine - told their personal stories.
While having enjoyed the fruits of a superlative educaThe achievements were astounding. “Not bad from one
tion, Neil felt the need to acknowledge that it came with
class,” noted Neil before they tucked into an excellent dinner.
“our privileged status based on colour. We lived at a time
With the combination of accumulated brain power and
during the Apartheid era when
superlative cuisine, there was
gaining entrance to a South
much food for thought! •
Ballads from Bnei. Celebrating the past accompanied by
African university was commusic throughout the Shabbat at Kibbutz Lavi are these
graduates from Bnei Akiva. Back row (l-r): Avigail and
paratively easy, as 80% of the
Nechemia
Taylor, Danny and Sarah Berelowitz, Isadore and
population was effectively unTova
Rubenstein,
Heather and Jonty Maresky, Ivan Rendel,
able to compete.”
David and Janet Paz, Monica and Julian Paz, Ronny and
In organizing the get-togethMiri Wuhlfson Sitting (l-r): Shelley Dwolatsky, Jacki and
er, Neil enlisted the aid of the
Hazel Glassman, Gita and Michael Samuels, Cheryl and
Richard Shavei-Tzion, Selwyn and Merle Cohen, Wendy
On a sunny Shabbat in
Alumni Association
i
n
and
Ralph
Hirshfeld,
Robynne
Rendel
Front
(l-r):
Hilton
November,
sixteen couples, all
Johannesburg.
Dwolatsky, Ivan Hartsman, Rachel and Mordechai Wilk
Recalling the exploits of some of
his classmates,
Neil singled out
those that have
made a superlative
contribution to
medicine in Israel,
notably the late
Dr. Cyril Legum,
a leading Israeli

Back to
the Future

continued on next page

Telfed chairman Maish Isaacson, members of the Directorate,
Executive Council and all staff express heartfelt condolences
to families whose loved ones (listed below) have passed
away in recent months:

Bea Jacobson (Raanana)

Hillel Saidel (Karne Shomron)

Maurice Ostroff (Herzliya see page 28)

Bella Kaplan (Kibbutz Yizreel)

Ilan Rabinowitz (Cape Town)

Nokkie Scher (Jerusalem)

Brian Hendler (Jerusalem)

Jennifer Shevil (Netanya)

Pauline Eisen (Tel Mond)

Clive Borkum (Tel Aviv)

Joe Libner (Orot)

Prof. Joe Borman (Jerusalem)

Colin Abrams (Beit Shemesh)

Julius Melman (Protea Village)

Sheila Fenster (Beit Shemesh)

David Goshen (Kiryat Ono)

Leonard Josman (Jerusalem)

Sheila Levithan (Rishon leZion)

Fania Hurwitz (Kibbutz Yasur)

Lily Goldstein (Jerusalem)

Sonia Strasburg (Raanana)

Gitta Frankel (Rishon leZion)

Masha Ostrin (Ra’anana)

Thelma Helman (Raanana)

Gordon Missulawin (Raanana)

Marcia Hoffbrand (Manof)

Tzippy Bloomberg (Kfar Saba)

Maureen Hirschowitz (Herzliya)
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continued from page 39

South African Bnei Akiva graduates from Haifa to Gush
Etzion and many places in between, gathered at Kibbutz
Lavi to celebrate their 60th birthdays and fifty years of
friendship. “In the many years since we came on Aliyah
in the early 1980’s, our collective achievements and contribution to Israeli life, from medicine, dentistry, education, commerce and culture are impressive,” said Richard
Shavei-Tzion who together with Danny Berelowitz organized the Shabbat reunion.
The participants produced a booklet with thoughts on
“Looking Back, Looking Forward”, and “laughter followed
tears, followed laughter” in an emotional rollercoaster of recollections as chaverim recounted “Momentous Moments,”
experienced in Israel. These included: “Jacki Glassman relating how he founded his active Rosh Chodesh Minyan at
the Kotel well over twenty years ago,” and Jonty Maresky
describing his daughter Talya’s “gut- wrenching address at

the public Azkarah for her friend Yuval Heiman, who fell
in Gaza during Operation Tzuk Eitan.”
Ronny Wulfsohn spoke of “hundreds of Germans leaving a conference room in Berlin so that he - an Israeli Jew
- could daven Mincha with the conference head,” and Tova
Rubenstein joked about arriving with her family and “container” to her new home “only to find that the contractor
had neglected to build the seven steps leading up to the
front door!”
As would be expected with such a Shabbat reunion, music
was central. Richard, who is internationally renowned as
the Director of the famed Ramatayim choir, said, “our ‘old’
choristers led the services in the main Shul of the hotel
throughout the Shabbat.” Following Shabbat, “the music
continued with accompanying guitars, including a rousing
medley of old Afrikaans songs.” There was much for this
group of go-getters to sing their praises! •
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Our secret is in the blending of 8 different spices
from a recipe over 100 years old. Although not
Kashrut, we only use kosher products.

All classified advertisements have to
be paid in advance of publication. For
payment by Credit Card, please contact
Dafna Rosenfeld at Telfed Magazine
Accounts: 09-7907808

contact: GREG MILNER

052-3273898

email: shirleyeric@013net.net

What you do is
your business. If
you want people to
know about it, its OUR
business.
Why not take a Classified Advert?
For only NIS 200 you will reach the
entire Southern African community
in Israel. If you take a contract for
four issues, you will receive a 15%
discount. on the package.
Please contact David Kaplan at 097672404, 050-7432361 or email:
hildav@netvision.net.il
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In Memoriam

Holiday Apts, Ra’anana, Herzliya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya, website www.rentisrael.com , info@rentisrael.com (050)711-7967 voip (416)6309639 skype caryfox1
Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,

central, fully-furnished and equipped.
Sleeps 6/8, 2 bathrooms, central airconditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact Ralph: (054)429-1455/6,
(09)749-3399, Not Shabbat.
B & B in Centre of Ra’anana Double
Room + own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel: (077)210-3230, (052)6765517. annhlevin@hotmail.com
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or
long term. (050)792-4473.

Antique Clock Repairs
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and
make new parts for your old or antique
clock. I am a specialist in this field!
Countrywide Service. I also buy and sell
classic and unique clocks. Susan (09)7729222, (052)243-0040.

Catering
Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions. Offering certified Kosher catering from Fonda’s at Meatland for all your
catering needs from Britot to Weddings.
For further information, contact Nicky
052-8488678.

Computer
Israel’s PC doctor, complete PC,
Network, & Internet Support – House
calls day or night; Expertly solving all computer problems; repairs, sales, upgrades
& instruction, Microsoft & CompTIA
Certified; 25 years experience. Free consultations & advice. Remote & Onsite
Support. References available–see website.
Contact Beau: (054)772-6239, Beau909@
gmail.com; www.israelpcdoctor.com

Counselling

Improve relationships - marital, family
and individual counselling. Trauma debriefing. Loss and grief work. Building
self-esteem and teaching social and
problem-solving skills for teens. Jackie
Galgut (054) 9762513. (Counselling
social worker)

Math Tutoring
Private Mathematics tutoring by experienced Mathematics teacher. Ramot
area, Jerusalem. Phone Ilana Dubb:
055-6613944

Sewing Machines
Repairs on all makes of sewing machines
and overlockers. Big discounts on new machine prices. Trade-ins accepted. Used machines bought and sold. Free advice and
help gladly given. Jock Kahn (09) 7741568,
(052)4672113

We Want

Any China, household goods, tableware, silver plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture that you can live without? Or moving

